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NOTICE 

This report was prepared by Bard College in the course of performing 
work contracted for and sponsored by the New York State Energy Research and 
Development Authority (hereafter “NYSERDA”). The opinions expressed in 
this report do not necessarily reflect those of NYSERDA, or the State of New 
York, and reference to any specific product, service, process, or method does not 
constitute an implied or expressed recommendation or endorsement of it. 
Further, NYSERDA, the State of New York, and the contractor make no 
warranties or representations, expressed or implied, as to the fitness for 
particular purpose of merchantability of any product, apparatus, or service, or 
the usefulness, completeness, or accuracy of any processes, methods, or other 
information contained, described, disclosed, or referred to in this report. 
NYSERDA, the State of New York, and the contractor make no representation 
that the use of any product, apparatus, process, method, or other information will 
not infringe privately owned rights and will assume no liability for any loss, 
injury, or damage resulting from, or occurring in connection with, the use of 
information contained, described, disclosed, or referred to in this report. 
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I.  Introduction 
This report pertains to the investigation and description of three financing models for funding the 

development, implementation and operation1 of micro hydropower on existing non-powered dams 

(NPDs) in New York State. The audience for this report is hydro site owners (individuals, 

municipalities or other organizations) and renewable energy developers interested in realizing the 

potential for development of new microhydro resources in New York.  

The potential to develop new hydropower capacity must be joined with an understanding of the 

associated environmental risks and a commitment to the strictest performance and mitigation 

standards. This report posits, as American Rivers has stated, that “a high level of environmental 

performance and the costs of achieving it are not an “obstacle” to development but a fundamental 

and necessary component of it.”2 New York’s microhydro potential would best be evaluated and 

developed as part of a larger system or basin scale approach that first examines the need for dam 

removal where warranted. Planning and managing microhydro at the system scale (“Hydropower by 

Design”), as recommended by The Nature Conservancy, is the best way to reduce negative impacts 

and strategically balance objectives for clean energy and healthy rivers.3 

The three models discussed in this report are Ownership, Power Purchase Agreement (PPA), and 

Community Distributed Generation (CDG). These three models are distinguished by who uses the 

electricity, who operates the site, who markets the electricity, and how the electricity is marketed.   

Table 1 - Financing Models for Microhydro 

 Ownership PPA CDG 

Facility Owner Site Owner Site Owner or other 

entity 

Site Owner or other 

entity 

Grid 

Connection 

Possible (can 

be off-grid) 

Possible (can be off-grid) Necessary 

Electricity 

Consumer 

Site Owner Offtaker (different entity 

from facility owner) 

A group of utility 

customers in same utility 

territory and NYISO zone 

Electricity 

Marketing 

No marketing No marketing Facility operator or 

Subscriber Management 

Organization 

Contract 

Duration 

Facility 

Lifespan 

Facility Lifespan A defined term in 

months or years 

                                                             
1 The operational aspects of microhydro development are not examined in depth in this report, however Bard College’s 
Microhydro NY – Operations web page has resources to assist a site owner in understanding the technical potential of their 
resource. https://microhydrony.org/category/operations/  
2 See American Rivers “Is Hydropower Clean Energy?” https://www.americanrivers.org/threats-solutions/energy-
development/hydropower/. 
3 The Nature Conservancy, A Better Way to Harness the Power of Rivers. https://global.nature.org/content/power-of-rivers 

https://microhydrony.org/category/operations/
https://microhydrony.org/category/operations/
https://www.americanrivers.org/threats-solutions/energy-development/hydropower/
https://www.americanrivers.org/threats-solutions/energy-development/hydropower/
https://global.nature.org/content/power-of-rivers
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The Ownership model requires a scenario where an electric customer (referred to as an “offtaker”) 

owns property that is suitable to develop microhydro generation, and that same customer has 

enough electric consumption need (referred to as “load”) to use all of the electricity generation on-

site. This model is the choice for simple customer-sited, net metered projects that make use of the 

New York State Energy and Research Development Authority (NYSERDA) Customer Sited and Large-

Scale Renewable solicitations to receive Tier 1 renewable energy credits (RECs).4 The value that can 

be obtained under traditional net energy metering or a NYSERDA contract under either solicitation 

may be the best option for some portion of the microhydro potential identified by this project. For 

this model, the project may:  

 be developed completely off grid, with no interconnection to the distribution utility.  

 be “behind-the-meter”, where the project is wired to the load on site and has an 

interconnection agreement with the utility for net metering5.  

 opt to participate in “remote net metering” if they own multiple locations (and electricity 

meters), one generating electricity and interconnected to the grid and others with load that 

have utility accounts under the same customer name and within the same distribution utility 

territory as the account attached to the generation source.  

In all cases with the Ownership model, the same entity that owns the generation source also owns 

the electrical load being served. 

The PPA model is suitable where the generation source is owned and/or operated by one entity, and 

the offtaker with load is a different entity. With a PPA, an offtaker entity purchases the energy 

output from the generator entity and the revenue from the energy sale is used to finance the 

construction of the project, sometimes by a third-party investor. This model works for microhydro 

where a site with the potential for hydro development is physically adjacent to a load source or near 

enough that physical wiring is feasible – but the owner of the generation source and the owner of 

the load are not the same entity. This model may:  

 be an off-grid project, which means that an interconnection agreement with the distribution 

utility is not necessary.  

 be able to use remote net metering if they own property with microhydro potential and load 

in a separate location, but they wish for someone else to construct, own and operate the 

hydro project and sell them the output.  

What makes it a PPA is the fact that the offtaker is purchasing electricity from a separately owned 

generation source.  

                                                             
4 The New York State Clean Energy Standard includes a Renewable Energy Standard with Tier 1 RECs for eligible generation 
installed after January 1, 2015. https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/Clean-Energy-Standard/REC-and-ZEC-
Purchasers.  
5 Phase 1 NEM is available under Public Service Law (PSL) § 66-j and 66-I until Jan 1, 2020. The NYPSC is working on a proposal 
to replace it which may include the continuation of NEM. Phase One NEM is similar to statutory NEM, but key differences are 
that the term is for 20 years, excess credits are not cashed out each year and instead continue accumulating, and excess credits 
remaining after the 20-year term expires are forfeited.  

https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/Clean-Energy-Standard/REC-and-ZEC-Purchasers
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/Clean-Energy-Standard/REC-and-ZEC-Purchasers
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The CDG model is a regulatory program6 that allows a host generator with qualifying on-site 

distributed generation to allocate energy output to retail customers who sign a subscription 

agreement. The host and customers must be in the same utility distribution territory and New York 

Independent System Operator (NYISO) zone. The utility facilitates the application of generation 

output credits on the subscriber’s electric bill, and the CDG host bills the subscriber for the credits 

applied the subsequent month. This model works best for a hydro host where interconnection to the 

distribution utility is feasible and the host is willing to market directly to retail customers, bearing the 

risk of managing a subscription business with monthly billing. CDG is not a long-term contract with a 

single offtaker. Instead, it is an arrangement where the generation output of a project is allocated to 

a group of subscribers (utility customers) who may come in and out of the program during its 

lifetime. In the CDG model, the risk of not having enough subscribers to allocate generation output is 

born by the CDG host and mitigated by effective marketing and continuous solicitation of new 

subscribers. 

II. CDG Model Overview 

What is Community Renewable Energy? 
Community renewable energy projects are legal and financial structures that allow the allocation of the 

electricity output of an independently-owned renewable energy system to offset the consumption by 

multiple residential and/or small business customers. These structures have become popular primarily 

in the solar photovoltaic marketplace. Customers who are unable to install solar on their own home 

subscribe to a program to receive credit on their electricity bills for a share of the power produced in a 

separate location.7  Community renewable programs almost always involve the distribution utility which 

meters the host generation and applies credits to customer accounts. In some cases, utilities (many of 

them rural cooperatives and municipal utilities) have designed and enabled these programs on their 

own. In other instances, they have been forced to facilitate programs offered by private entities through 

regulatory or legislative action. As of the third quarter of 2018, 1.294 gigawatts of community solar have 

been installed in the United States.8 It is not clear how much if any community hydro has been 

developed to date. 

New York’s Community DG Program 
The community renewable structure available in New York was created by the New York Public Service 

Commission (NYPSC) who issued Orders in July and October 2015 under Case 15-E-0082 to establish the 

conditions, requirements, and criteria for implementing New York’s Community Distributed Generation 

(CDG) program. The design and intent were to expand consumer options for accessing clean distributed 

generation and to promote New York’s aggressive clean energy programs and objectives. The CDG 

program allows independently owned renewable generation sources to allocate the generation from 

                                                             
6 Established by the New York Public Service Commission (NYPSC) Proceeding on Motion of the Commission as to the Policies, 
Requirements and Conditions for Implementing a Community Net Metering Program, Case 15-E-0082. 
7 According to a 2015 National Renewable Energy Lab and the US Department of Energy report, approximately 50% of 
consumers and businesses are unable to host solar photovoltaic systems on their rooftops. Shared Solar: Current Landscape, 
Market Potential, and the Impact of Federal Securities Regulation. NREL and US DOE, 2015.  
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy15osti/63892.pdf last visited 1/2/19. 
8 SEIA, https://www.seia.org/initiatives/community-solar last visited 1/2/19. 

https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy15osti/63892.pdf
https://www.seia.org/initiatives/community-solar
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facilities 5 megawatts (MW) nameplate capacity or smaller to retail (mass market) customers in the 

same New York Independent System Operator (NYISO) zone and distribution utility service territory.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eligible resources for CDG include biogas, biomass, liquid biofuel, fuel cells, hydroelectric, solar, 

tidal/ocean, and wind. The CDG program was first established using net energy metering (NEM) as the 

means to provide access to renewable distributed generation by retail electricity customers. However, 

after the Value of Distributed Energy Resources (VDER) Transition Order of March 9, 2017, (Case 15-E-

0751), the CDG program now applies a new compensation mechanism referred to as the “value stack.” 

(See CDG Economics section for more information.) 

Essential Elements of New York CDG 
The essential elements of the New York CDG program involve a CDG host who owns or operates the 

eligible generation source and interconnects with the utility; and the CDG subscribers, who are utility 

customers that agree to accept generation credits from the host on their electric bill (Figure 3). The 

delivery of electricity is facilitated by the utility, which receives a list of subscribers from the host and 

the percentage of the project output to be allocated to each subscriber. The utility applies the credits to 

each subscriber bill, and then provides the host with a monthly statement explaining exactly how credits 

were applied to each customer’s bill. The host subsequently bills each subscriber for their prior month’s 

credits. The amount a host charges the subscribers is defined by the subscription contract between the 

host and each subscriber and is subject to disclosure requirements and other regulations. (See CDG 

Economics section for more information.) 

A note about terminology: The CDG host (sometimes referred to in program 

documents as sponsor) is the entity that operates the renewable energy source. The 

subscriber (also referred to as a CDG customer, member or satellite in program 

documents) is one of the recipients of credit for generation output from the host 

facility. In this document the terms host and subscriber are used throughout. The 

term customer also appears in this document, typically referring to a utility customer. 

Figure 1 - NYISO Zone Map Figure 2 - New York State Electric Distribution Utility Map 
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Figure 3 - CDG Stakeholder Roles 9 

To create a CDG program, an aspiring host markets directly to customers and invites them to participate 

by becoming CDG subscribers. Subscribers agree on an appropriate credit allocation amount and sign 

the host’s CDG contract to participate. The host is responsible for creating a contract that complies with 

regulations and the law. (See CDG Legal Considerations section for more information). 

CDG Checklist for Hydro Site Owners 

1. Is your site feasible for microhydro and interconnection, including all associated cost? 

2. Do you have electricity needs on-site that would be physically connected to the facility? 

3. Do you expect the annual output of your facility (minus on-site consumption) to exceed 10,000 

kWh (kilowatt-hours)? As a CDG requires a minimum number of ten subscribers with a minimum 

allocation of 1,000 kWh per year each. 

4. Are you comfortable engaging your community to educate them about microhydro and to 

market your CDG, or would you consider hiring a subscription management organization? 

5. Are you interested in operating the CDG business yourself, or would you consider hiring a 

developer to build and operate your CDG? 

6. Do you have supportive neighbors and/or any allies in your community who may want to see 

your dam maintained as a new clean energy resource available for the community? 

Questions to Consider when Explaining CDG to Customers 

1. Are you fully aware of all the stakeholders in your community who may support or oppose your 

efforts to develop a generation source on your dam? 

2. Are you aware of the typical impacts of hydropower generation and are you prepared to explain 

how your project will mitigate detrimental impacts and create net benefits for the environment 

and community? 

3. Do you have comfortable talking points and a strong visual presentation to make your product 

clear and enticing to potential customers? 

                                                             
9 NYSERDA CDG Webinar available at https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/-/media/NYSun/files/Meetings/2015-08-27/CDG-
Webinar.pdf last visited 1/4/19. 

https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/-/media/NYSun/files/Meetings/2015-08-27/CDG-Webinar.pdf
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/-/media/NYSun/files/Meetings/2015-08-27/CDG-Webinar.pdf
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III. CDG Framework 

CDG Key Requirements 
New York’s CDG program is a framework that exists within NYPSC regulation, however much of the 

specific design of a potential CDG is up to the CDG host. Key requirements of the CDG program include:  

1. The CDG host may be any single non-residential entity that owns or operates electric generating 

equipment eligible for net metering pursuant to the utility Tariff. The CDG host is subject to 

Public Service Law Article 1 to the same extent as electric service companies (ESCOs) and other 

similar energy supply providers interacting with the utility. 

2. A CDG host and all subscribers must be located within the same utility service territory and 

NYISO zone overlay. 

3. A CDG host must serve a minimum of ten CDG subscribers.10 Each CDG subscriber must receive a 

minimum allocation of 1,000 kWh annually. This means that a CDG host needs to have a 

minimum of 10,000 kWh anticipated average annual generation to qualify to set up a CDG. 

4. No more than 40% of the generation output may serve CDG subscribers with 25 kW demand or 

greater, or put another way, 60% of the generation must serve mass market non-demand 

customers under 25 kW. No subscriber may receive more credit that it consumes in a year. 

5. The CDG host must execute the required contracts as set forth in the Standardized 

Interconnection Requirements (SIR)11 Addendum in their corresponding utility tariff and must 

operate in compliance with the standards and requirements set forth therein. The SIR are 

established by the NYPSC, and each utility provides their SIR Addendum in their tariffs. 

6. The CDG host must certify to the utility that it meets the creditworthiness standards established 

by the NYPSC and must agree that it will set processes and procedures in place related to cyber 

security and other requirements.  

7. The CDG host must comply with oversight rules which are in development in Case 15-M-0180.  

For example, CDG hosts are required, by June 1, 2018, to (a) file a registration form with the 

Department of Public Service and (b) provide all mass market customers with completed 

disclosure forms at or before contract signing.  

8. The CDG must submit the CDG Allocation Request Form at least sixty (60) calendar days before 

commencing the CDG program. This form must include each CDG subscriber’s utility account 

number, name, address, and the percentage of the CDG host’s net energy output to be allocated 

to each subscriber. The host must also certify that it has entered into written agreements with 

each of the CDG subscribers. 

                                                             
10 There are exceptions for farms and coops who may set up CDG with less than ten subscribers. 
11 The NYPSC’s Standard Interconnection Requirements (SIR) as of October 2018, on http://www.dps.ny.gov/, Case 15-E-0557.  

http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/dcf68efca391ad6085257687006f396b/$FILE/October%20SIR%20Appendix%20A%20-%20Final%2010-3-18.pdf
http://www.dps.ny.gov/
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CDG Host Business Structures 
The CDG model starts when the owner of a site with hydro potential decides which business structure is 

appropriate for their project. In all structures, the owner should meet with accountants and legal 

counsel to determine business strategy and the appropriate business structure to leverage tax credits12 

and other governmental incentives. Below are a few examples of how the hydro site owner may decide 

to structure their CDG and to manage the responsibilities associated with being a CDG host (compare 

Section V. CDG Host Responsibilities). 

Owner / Developer Structure 

With the Owner/Developer structure, the hydro site owner hires a developer who takes on the 

responsibility of constructing and operating the plant and setting up the CDG. Here, the owner enters 

into an agreement with a developer who will construct the microhydro facility and interconnect with the 

utility, and then operate and maintain the system for the owner (Figure 4).  

 

 

Hydro Site Owner SPE Structure 

A hydro site owner may create a Special Purpose Entity (SPE), which is a business enterprise to design, 

construct, operate and own the generating facility. This approach is appropriate where the hydro site 

owner is prepared to take on the significant complexity of forming and running a business. The SPE 

constructs the project with its own funds, or takes out loans, or secures investors who receive a return 

based on the future sale of energy output to subscribers.  

                                                             
12 Most solar and wind projects are developed with the assistance of tax credits. The renewable electricity production tax credit 
(PTC) expired for non-wind facilities on January 1, 2018, therefore until an extender is passed by Congress, hydropower no 
longer qualifies for federal tax credits. 

Figure 4 – Owner / Developer Structure 

The site owner or developer may manage CDG subscriptions or contract that service 

to a third-party Subscription Management Organization (SMO). This is a simpler 

arrangement for the hydro site owner, who may join the CDG as a subscriber and 

have the developer/SMO find additional subscribers to absorb the remaining output. 

The revenue from the electricity sales, minus operation and maintenance cost and 

CDG management, flow towards the site owner. 
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The owner creates the SPE as a limited liability company who hires a construction firm to design and 

build the project. They take on the responsibility of finding and managing subscribers (or hire a service 

to do so) and assume responsibility for the legal, financial, and regulatory implications themselves. The 

SPE can also be organized as a volunteer-led LLC by a group of individuals, one or more of whom have 

rights to the site, and others who are interested in building the CDG. It is less feasible to structure a CDG 

host as a cooperative (co-op), because co-ops are not exempt from complex securities issues. A share of 

the revenue from the electricity sales flow towards the site owner; other investors receive a share of the 

revenue, based on their investment. 

The SPE structure allows the site owner to turn the microhydro project into a business, while 

outsourcing the technical aspects of the project (Figure 5). The SPE can also choose to outsource the 

administrative and marketing tasks of operating and setting up the CDG to a subscription management 

organization (Figure 6). 

Figure 5 – Special Purpose Entity Structure 

Figure 6 - SPE Microhydro Structure with SMO 
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CDG Subscription Models 
While the business model and ownership structure of the CDG host primarily affect the hydro site 

owner, CDG membership is defined by the rules and stipulations of the membership contract between 

host and subscribers. Below are a series of scenarios and examples to demonstrate a range of ways that 

CDG can be configured, in accordance with the CDG Key Requirements. This section describes Monthly 

Billing Subscriptions, Subscribers as Shareowners (Investors), Community Supported Hydropower Model 

and the benefits of using Anchor Subscribers. 

All models have in common that their goal is create a legal and financial structure that allows the 

allocation of the electricity output of an independently-owned renewable energy system to offset the 

consumption by multiple residential and/or small business customers. Customers who are unable to 

install DERs on their own property subscribe to a CDG project to receive credit on their electricity bills 

for a share of the power produced in a separate location. Community renewable programs almost 

always involve the distribution utility which meters the host generation and applies credits to customer 

accounts. Based on the CDG Key Requirements, a CDG host and all subscribers must be located within 

the same utility service territory and NYISO zone overlay. 

Each of the described models include a short calculation example to demonstrate the implications of the 

respective structure. For simplicity all examples are based on the following assumptions: 

Base Scenario 

A host constructs a 20 kW-microhydro facility that generates 120,000 kWh annually 

on average (10,000 kWh each month) and interconnects to the distribution utility 

using a non-demand host meter (volumetric crediting), with no on-site electricity 

consumption (120,000 kWh net export). The project is looking to generate $0.10 per 

kWh - $1,000 per month. 

 1% of the annual electricity generation equals 1,200 kWh per year or 100 kWh 

per month – at a cost of $10 per month. 

 8% of the annual electricity generation equals 9,600 kWh per year or 800 kWh 

per month - $80 per month. 

 40% of the annual electricity generation equals 48,000 kWh per year or 4,000 

kWh per month - $400 per month. 

The installation of the facility including design, permitting, construction and 

interconnection amounts to $120,000. 

Residential subscribers in the project’s utility zone consume an average of 800 kWh 

per month at a retail electricity supply charge of $0.12/kWh ($96 / month). The 

average annual consumption is 9,600 kWh, supplied for $1,152 annually per 

subscriber.  

The way the CDG is set up and the rules and stipulations of the CDG membership contract influence the 

overall financial success of the project – from financing to payback period.   
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Monthly Billing Subscriptions   

In this model, subscribers sign up to receive a percentage of output each month as a credit on their bill. 

The subscription needs to be equal to or less than their historic average monthly consumption (per key 

CDG requirements). The frequency of credits is monthly, and the length of their subscription term 

depends on the contract terms offered by the host (from monthly to multiple years).  

It is the CDG host’s responsibility to find subscribers and to submit the CDG allocation form to utility 

company. Once the CDG allocation form is submitted by the host identifying participating subscribers, 

the utility applies the credit each month, and the host bills the subscriber in the subsequent month.  

Monthly Billing – single owner with all small subscribers  

Base Scenario + Additional Assumption: With the goal minimizing the total number of 

subscribers for easier management, the project aims to have subscribers satisfy all of 

their electricity supply in a year with the CDG output. 

Based on CDG requirements, no member can sign up for more energy than they use on average in a 

year. The example project from above (Figure 7) thus offers 12 full subscriptions (8% of the generation) 

and one-half subscription (4% of the generation) to the hydro CDG: 120,000 / 9,600 = 12.5 subscriptions.  

The project’s CDG allocation form contains 13 names and utility account numbers: 12 of whom receive 

8% and one receives 4% of the generation for $80 and $40 per month respectively. 

Figure 7 – Monthly Billing, CDG host owns 100% and offers subscriptions to a group of non-demand customers 
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Monthly Billing – single owner with one large-demand customer as a subscriber 

Prior Example + Additional Assumption: The CDG host finds a local business with high 

electricity to join the CDG for as much electricity as possible. The local business uses 

more electricity per year than microhydro project can generate. 

Based on the key CDG requirements, the maximum share a single entity may buy from a CDG is 40% - in 

this case 48,000 kWh annually. The remaining 72,000 kWh need to be distributed among at least 9 other 

members (minimum 10 members in total is another key CDG requirement). Whether these nine 

members each receive 8,000 kWh annually or are distributed among 6 full shares (9,600 kWh) and 3 half 

shares (4,800) or any other combination, depends on individual members and the project’s marketing 

efforts. 

The example project’s CDG allocation form contains 10 names and utility account numbers: 1 

commercial member receiving 40% of the generation ($400 per month), 6 members receiving full shares 

(8% for $80 per month) and 3 receiving half shares (4% for $40 per month). 

Subscribers as Shareowners (Investors)  

The hydro site owner creates the SPE structure and finds other individuals willing to invest in the SPE by 

providing cash to help construct the project in exchange for a share of future output, in perpetuity. Once 

the project is operating, these same individuals receive a percentage of output allocated by the utility 

that is proportional to the size of their investment. The amount of the allocation received on a monthly 

basis is defined in the contract between the host and the subscriber13 and should be sized carefully to 

not exceed the subscriber’s average monthly consumption. Subscribers do not receive any output during 

construction and must be willing to provide cash up front and wait for construction to be completed to 

receive the benefit.  

                                                             
13 Legal provisions in the host and subscriber agreement are discussed in the Legal Considerations section. [include link] 

Figure 8 - Monthly Billing, CDG host owns 100% and offers subscriptions to one large-demand customer and 
the remainder to small subscribers. 
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Subscribers as Shareowners 

Base Scenario + Additional Assumption: The site owner offers other electricity 

customers in the utility service territory the opportunity to invest in the microhydro 

project and form a SPE. To minimize annual maintenance costs of the hydro facility 

shareholders will need to agree to take over basic maintenance tasks – keeping O&M 

cost below $2,400 annually. Nobody invests more into the SPE than would equate to 

their energy consumption. To balance energy credits received from the project and 

investment amount, SPE shall consist of ten shareholders. 

The percentage of power output each shareholder receives in this example depends on the expected 

maintenance cost. To finance the $2,400 O&M costs, 24,000 kWh annually need to be sold externally (to 

non-shareholder CDG subscribers) at $0.10 per kWh. The remaining 96,000 kWh can be distributed 

among the ten shareholders. In order to become a shareholder of the SPE, each interested party invests 

$12,000 upfront to be credited an expected 9,600 kWh annually in perpetuity (life of the facility). The 

ten shareholders finance the $120,000 installation costs, the non-shareholder CDG subscribers finance 

the O&M costs. 

The project’s CDG allocation form contains 15 names and utility account numbers: 10 shareholders, 

receiving 8% of the generation (at no charge) and 5 members receiving half shares (4% for $40 per 

month). 

In an alternative version of this model, shareholders pay for maintenance and operations costs directly 

and split the facility’s power output without involving external non-owner subscribers. 

Community Supported Hydropower Model 

The Community Supported Hydropower (CSH) model is inspired by the construct of community 

supported agriculture (CSA), a system that allows consumers to subscribe to the harvest of a certain 

farm or group of farms. With CSH, the hydro site owner creates a legal entity (perhaps a co-op or non-

profit) to construct and own the microhydro CDG, and consumers invest in the entity as CSH members. 

These same members also become subscribers of the CDG.  

Figure 9 - A group of 10 subscribers hold shares of ownership in the CDG 
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Subscribers pay in advance for a percentage of kWh generation until the host sells an entire year’s worth 

of expected generation output in advance. The host estimates their average annual generation, finds 

subscribers interested in this structure and they agree upon a percentage of output to buy at an agreed 

upon price; the expected or average energy output will be a reference for the pricing of the shares. 

Subscribers receive a monthly percentage of output allocations and benefit from rainy years (as they will 

receive more energy for their fixed price), but also bear the risk of less productive years in the same way 

(when generation falls short of the expected output). CSH members are not shareowners, but they 

actively support their local microhydro project by joining the CSH. 

Community Supported Hydropower Model 

Base Scenario + Additional Assumption: The host decides to market his CDG as a CSH, 

selling individual 1%-shares (estimated at 1,200 kWh) - for $120 (priced at estimated 

$0.10 per kWh).  

In this example, the host subscribes 20 residential customers each to purchase 5 shares of 1%, estimated 

5 x 1,200 kWh at $0.10/kWh (totaling 6,000 kWh for $600 per year) which they expect is about 60% of 

their annual consumption. This is approximately 500 kWh per month, or 5% of the total output of the 

plant for each subscriber. The host has collected a total of $12,000 up front for the first year of output. 

The members will receive a bill and pay upfront, while receiving credits on their electricity bill in the 

following months based on the actual generation of the facility.  

In a particularly rainy year, where the actual output of the microhydro facility surpasses the planned 

output of 120,000 kWh, each CSH-subscriber will receive more kWh than their expected 6,000 kWh. The 

subscribers’ price per kWh thus is below the expected $0.10/kWh as they still only paid $600 in advance. 

The project’s CDG allocation form contains 20 names and utility account numbers: 20 members 

receiving 5% of the energy generation at no charge. The host receives monthly statements from the 

utility that show how much credit was applied.  

Anchor Subscribers 

CDG program rules prohibit any one subscriber from accepting more than 40% of the generation output 

and no more than 40% of the generation output may serve CDG subscribers of 25 kW or greater. 

Figure 10 – Host owns 100% of CDG and offers the community shares of the output  
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However, if the size of the project is large enough, a host can find a subscriber with more than 25 kW of 

demand and contract with them to accept extra generation if other mass market subscribers drop out, 

so long as the total allocation they receive is not more than 40% of the output of the plant. By accepting 

varying amounts of output, depending on the fluctuations of subscriptions, this demand subscriber can 

be considered an Anchor subscriber. The initial or base amount this anchor subscriber subscribes to has 

to be significantly less than 40% of the CDG output in order for the anchor subscriber to be able to 

absorb the fluctuations of mass-market subscribers. 

The Utility Role in the CDG Model 
The load serving entities, or distribution utilities, that operate within New York State are all required to 

offer CDG program instructions for their service territories (Table 2). Their programs are substantially 

similar, but have nuanced differences related to how the CDG host interconnects, submits the allocation 

form, and how pricing works in a specific location as it relates to specific characteristics and needs in the 

grid. The process of billing subscribers involves the utility providing each CDG host with a monthly 

statement explaining how credits were applied to each subscriber’s bill.  

The NYPSC recognized the complexity involved in utility billing and crediting for CDG and the value stack, 

as compared to traditional net metering, and ordered the utilities to file billing and automation plans 

explaining how and when they would automate the billing process for CDG.14 With regular net metering, 

compensation appears on the customer-generator’s bill immediately following the end of the billing 

cycle when the energy is generated and injected. But the CDG program involves the need to apply 

credits from one project to multiple accounts, with different billing cycles and more detailed, and 

granular calculations. As a result, the credits are applied in the billing cycle following the injection of 

energy from the host facility. Utilities are required to provide CDG hosts with timely and detailed 

information on the compensation provided for their projects’ generation each month, including a 

standardized report.15 Once the host receives this information from the utility, they can bill the 

subscribers for the agreed upon value of the credits that were applied. 

                                                             
14 Clause 11 of the Order on Phase One Value of Distributed Energy Resources Implementation Proposals, Cost Mitigation 
Issues, and Related Matters issued and effective September 14, 2017 in Case 15-E-0751. 
15 Appendix F of the September 14, 2017 Phase One VDER Order provides a list of required information that utilities must 
provide in their standardized monthly reports to CDG hosts. 
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Table 2 - New York State Electric Utilities – Community DG Links 

New York State Electric 
Utilities 

Links to CDG web pages 

Central Hudson Gas & 
Electric 
 

https://www.cenhud.com/dg/programs_and_incentives  

ConEdison 
 
 

https://www.coned.com/en/save-money/using-private-generation-
energy-sources/applying-for-interconnection  

National Grid 
 
 

https://www9.nationalgridus.com/masselectric/home/energyeff/distrib
uted_generation.asp  

New York State Electric & 
Gas (NYSEG) 

https://www.nyseg.com/wps/portal/nyseg/saveenergy/innovation/distri
butedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY1NC4JAGIR_SweP8W4ahUcRKSSTgmDbi6y5
rdvHu7pulv8-
jcBLdJyZZ2aAAQWGvFWSW6WR33p9ZIvMmyXReh6SbbpJXbIj8cr3D3svip
cQA_sP9AvqUtcsAHbSaMXLAsWuEZJLk41fDikFL4RxSHPnxgoURnYOUYi6
_QKFaqxR-
cOKQg75xx72XZOEiQRWcVtOFZ410LEH9HevurK8ewaTN88Dx14!/  
 

Orange and Rockland 
Utilities 

https://www.oru.com/en/save-money/using-private-generation-energy-
sources/applying-for-interconnection  
 

PSEG Long 
Island
  

https://www.psegliny.com/aboutpseglongisland/ratesandtariffs/sgip/ap
plications  
 

Rochester Gas & Electric 
(RG&E) 

https://www.rge.com/wps/portal/rge/saveenergy/innovation/distribute
dgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY7NCsIwEISfxUOOsqsWicdSRFFa9JbupUQb0_iTtG
ks-
vZWEXoRjzPMfDNAIICs7IyWwTgrr73OaV7MJulyHSWYrRY8xj0mCd9l2yny
CDZA_wM9YerTJNVAtQzV2NiTA2Gsdd1nBERp2uDN4R5UqZVV_mtDbs5
NQzHQ0dmgHgGE10pqXwwPGVZKlsozbG_Sh3dbPxkOdIa_6fWFct7Goxd
w6gyG/  

  

https://www.cenhud.com/dg/programs_and_incentives
https://www.coned.com/en/save-money/using-private-generation-energy-sources/applying-for-interconnection
https://www.coned.com/en/save-money/using-private-generation-energy-sources/applying-for-interconnection
https://www9.nationalgridus.com/masselectric/home/energyeff/distributed_generation.asp
https://www9.nationalgridus.com/masselectric/home/energyeff/distributed_generation.asp
https://www.nyseg.com/wps/portal/nyseg/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY1NC4JAGIR_SweP8W4ahUcRKSSTgmDbi6y5rdvHu7pulv8-jcBLdJyZZ2aAAQWGvFWSW6WR33p9ZIvMmyXReh6SbbpJXbIj8cr3D3svipcQA_sP9AvqUtcsAHbSaMXLAsWuEZJLk41fDikFL4RxSHPnxgoURnYOUYi6_QKFaqxR-cOKQg75xx72XZOEiQRWcVtOFZ410LEH9HevurK8ewaTN88Dx14!/
https://www.nyseg.com/wps/portal/nyseg/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY1NC4JAGIR_SweP8W4ahUcRKSSTgmDbi6y5rdvHu7pulv8-jcBLdJyZZ2aAAQWGvFWSW6WR33p9ZIvMmyXReh6SbbpJXbIj8cr3D3svipcQA_sP9AvqUtcsAHbSaMXLAsWuEZJLk41fDikFL4RxSHPnxgoURnYOUYi6_QKFaqxR-cOKQg75xx72XZOEiQRWcVtOFZ410LEH9HevurK8ewaTN88Dx14!/
https://www.nyseg.com/wps/portal/nyseg/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY1NC4JAGIR_SweP8W4ahUcRKSSTgmDbi6y5rdvHu7pulv8-jcBLdJyZZ2aAAQWGvFWSW6WR33p9ZIvMmyXReh6SbbpJXbIj8cr3D3svipcQA_sP9AvqUtcsAHbSaMXLAsWuEZJLk41fDikFL4RxSHPnxgoURnYOUYi6_QKFaqxR-cOKQg75xx72XZOEiQRWcVtOFZ410LEH9HevurK8ewaTN88Dx14!/
https://www.nyseg.com/wps/portal/nyseg/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY1NC4JAGIR_SweP8W4ahUcRKSSTgmDbi6y5rdvHu7pulv8-jcBLdJyZZ2aAAQWGvFWSW6WR33p9ZIvMmyXReh6SbbpJXbIj8cr3D3svipcQA_sP9AvqUtcsAHbSaMXLAsWuEZJLk41fDikFL4RxSHPnxgoURnYOUYi6_QKFaqxR-cOKQg75xx72XZOEiQRWcVtOFZ410LEH9HevurK8ewaTN88Dx14!/
https://www.nyseg.com/wps/portal/nyseg/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY1NC4JAGIR_SweP8W4ahUcRKSSTgmDbi6y5rdvHu7pulv8-jcBLdJyZZ2aAAQWGvFWSW6WR33p9ZIvMmyXReh6SbbpJXbIj8cr3D3svipcQA_sP9AvqUtcsAHbSaMXLAsWuEZJLk41fDikFL4RxSHPnxgoURnYOUYi6_QKFaqxR-cOKQg75xx72XZOEiQRWcVtOFZ410LEH9HevurK8ewaTN88Dx14!/
https://www.nyseg.com/wps/portal/nyseg/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY1NC4JAGIR_SweP8W4ahUcRKSSTgmDbi6y5rdvHu7pulv8-jcBLdJyZZ2aAAQWGvFWSW6WR33p9ZIvMmyXReh6SbbpJXbIj8cr3D3svipcQA_sP9AvqUtcsAHbSaMXLAsWuEZJLk41fDikFL4RxSHPnxgoURnYOUYi6_QKFaqxR-cOKQg75xx72XZOEiQRWcVtOFZ410LEH9HevurK8ewaTN88Dx14!/
https://www.nyseg.com/wps/portal/nyseg/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY1NC4JAGIR_SweP8W4ahUcRKSSTgmDbi6y5rdvHu7pulv8-jcBLdJyZZ2aAAQWGvFWSW6WR33p9ZIvMmyXReh6SbbpJXbIj8cr3D3svipcQA_sP9AvqUtcsAHbSaMXLAsWuEZJLk41fDikFL4RxSHPnxgoURnYOUYi6_QKFaqxR-cOKQg75xx72XZOEiQRWcVtOFZ410LEH9HevurK8ewaTN88Dx14!/
https://www.oru.com/en/save-money/using-private-generation-energy-sources/applying-for-interconnection
https://www.oru.com/en/save-money/using-private-generation-energy-sources/applying-for-interconnection
https://www.psegliny.com/aboutpseglongisland/ratesandtariffs/sgip/applications
https://www.psegliny.com/aboutpseglongisland/ratesandtariffs/sgip/applications
https://www.rge.com/wps/portal/rge/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY7NCsIwEISfxUOOsqsWicdSRFFa9JbupUQb0_iTtGks-vZWEXoRjzPMfDNAIICs7IyWwTgrr73OaV7MJulyHSWYrRY8xj0mCd9l2ynyCDZA_wM9YerTJNVAtQzV2NiTA2Gsdd1nBERp2uDN4R5UqZVV_mtDbs5NQzHQ0dmgHgGE10pqXwwPGVZKlsozbG_Sh3dbPxkOdIa_6fWFct7Goxdw6gyG/
https://www.rge.com/wps/portal/rge/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY7NCsIwEISfxUOOsqsWicdSRFFa9JbupUQb0_iTtGks-vZWEXoRjzPMfDNAIICs7IyWwTgrr73OaV7MJulyHSWYrRY8xj0mCd9l2ynyCDZA_wM9YerTJNVAtQzV2NiTA2Gsdd1nBERp2uDN4R5UqZVV_mtDbs5NQzHQ0dmgHgGE10pqXwwPGVZKlsozbG_Sh3dbPxkOdIa_6fWFct7Goxdw6gyG/
https://www.rge.com/wps/portal/rge/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY7NCsIwEISfxUOOsqsWicdSRFFa9JbupUQb0_iTtGks-vZWEXoRjzPMfDNAIICs7IyWwTgrr73OaV7MJulyHSWYrRY8xj0mCd9l2ynyCDZA_wM9YerTJNVAtQzV2NiTA2Gsdd1nBERp2uDN4R5UqZVV_mtDbs5NQzHQ0dmgHgGE10pqXwwPGVZKlsozbG_Sh3dbPxkOdIa_6fWFct7Goxdw6gyG/
https://www.rge.com/wps/portal/rge/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY7NCsIwEISfxUOOsqsWicdSRFFa9JbupUQb0_iTtGks-vZWEXoRjzPMfDNAIICs7IyWwTgrr73OaV7MJulyHSWYrRY8xj0mCd9l2ynyCDZA_wM9YerTJNVAtQzV2NiTA2Gsdd1nBERp2uDN4R5UqZVV_mtDbs5NQzHQ0dmgHgGE10pqXwwPGVZKlsozbG_Sh3dbPxkOdIa_6fWFct7Goxdw6gyG/
https://www.rge.com/wps/portal/rge/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY7NCsIwEISfxUOOsqsWicdSRFFa9JbupUQb0_iTtGks-vZWEXoRjzPMfDNAIICs7IyWwTgrr73OaV7MJulyHSWYrRY8xj0mCd9l2ynyCDZA_wM9YerTJNVAtQzV2NiTA2Gsdd1nBERp2uDN4R5UqZVV_mtDbs5NQzHQ0dmgHgGE10pqXwwPGVZKlsozbG_Sh3dbPxkOdIa_6fWFct7Goxdw6gyG/
https://www.rge.com/wps/portal/rge/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY7NCsIwEISfxUOOsqsWicdSRFFa9JbupUQb0_iTtGks-vZWEXoRjzPMfDNAIICs7IyWwTgrr73OaV7MJulyHSWYrRY8xj0mCd9l2ynyCDZA_wM9YerTJNVAtQzV2NiTA2Gsdd1nBERp2uDN4R5UqZVV_mtDbs5NQzHQ0dmgHgGE10pqXwwPGVZKlsozbG_Sh3dbPxkOdIa_6fWFct7Goxdw6gyG/
https://www.rge.com/wps/portal/rge/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY7NCsIwEISfxUOOsqsWicdSRFFa9JbupUQb0_iTtGks-vZWEXoRjzPMfDNAIICs7IyWwTgrr73OaV7MJulyHSWYrRY8xj0mCd9l2ynyCDZA_wM9YerTJNVAtQzV2NiTA2Gsdd1nBERp2uDN4R5UqZVV_mtDbs5NQzHQ0dmgHgGE10pqXwwPGVZKlsozbG_Sh3dbPxkOdIa_6fWFct7Goxdw6gyG/
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IV. CDG Economics 
Understanding CDG economics is essential for both the host 

and subscribers. For the host, the economics depend on 

determining future revenue streams to meet financing goals 

and/or satisfy investors, and to clearly explain the product the 

CDG host is offering to subscribers. For subscribers there is a 

significant learning curve, which must begin with a basic 

understanding of the electricity bill, and an acceptance of the 

unique product the CDG host is offering. See Bard College’s 

Microhydro NY – Finances web page for more information. 16 

CDG Billing 

Utility Bill Basics 
To understand CDG economics and explain it to potential 

subscribers, one must begin with the information provided on 

the customer’s electricity bill. Electricity bills contain two main 

charges, the electric supply charge (sometimes referred to as a 

commodity charge) and the delivery charge.17 Figure 11 shows 

the elements of a typical electric bill at a rate of $0.16/kWh 

broken down into the supply charge, surcharge, and the 

delivery charge. 

Figure 12 shows a customer who is paying an electric supply charge at a rate of $0.15875 per kWh. In 

the period ending December 26, 2018, this customer used 873 kWh.  

If the customer becomes a CDG subscriber, they will begin to see a credit applied to their bill that 

reflects the output of the CDG generation.  

Host Metering 
To determine CDG economics, the CDG host must have a clear understanding of how the host 

generation facility will be interconnected and metered. The type of meter at the host account 

determines the nature of the credits to be applied to each subscriber.  

                                                             
16 https://microhydrony.org/category/finance/  
17 Most electric bills include several additional charges such as billing, metering, systems benefit charge and other surcharges.  

Figure 11 – Example electricity bill components 
totaling $0.16/kWh 

Figure 12 - Electric Supply Charges, Example Bill 

https://microhydrony.org/category/finance/
https://microhydrony.org/category/finance/
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Most microhydro facilities that are newly constructed and requesting new interconnection service from 

their distribution utility will be non-demand metered host accounts. Sites that consume 2,000 kWh 

monthly 18 will likely fall into the demand-billing rate. A microhydro facility that is installed in a location 

where there is already a non-residential demand meter in place will fall under demand-billing and the 

account will remain a demand metered account.  

 A CDG with a non-demand host meter will have volumetric credits applied to the subscriber 

accounts (in kWh) 

 A CDG with a demand host meter will have monetary credits applied to the subscriber accounts 

using the “value stack” price (See Value Stack Section below) 

The CDG generation output allocated to a subscriber’s bill may offset both supply and delivery if the 

host generator is a non-demand meter, or it may offset the supply charge only if the host has a demand 

meter. The subscriber continues to receive electricity from their distribution utility and pay delivery 

charges, surcharges and for any supply charge that the credits do not offset. 

If a customer is enrolled in a volumetric CDG, they will see their percent allocation credited on the 

supply charge section of their bill as a kWh credit. If this subscriber were to join a CSH, as described in 

Example 4 above, they would see a 500 kWh credit applied against their 873 kWh consumption. This 

means the utility would bill them for 373 kWh at $0.15875, and the net amount of their supply charge 

would be $59.21 instead of $138.59.   

The Value Stack 

In 2017, in the Value of Distributed Energy 

Resources (VDER) proceeding the NYPSC created 

the value stack compensation mechanism as a new 

way to compensate distributed energy resources.19 

The value stack is literally a “stack” of different 

categories of value, including: the sum of the 

energy value; the capacity value; the 

environmental value (RECs); the distribution 

system value (comprised of locational system relief 

value and demand reduction value); and lastly a 

market transition credit (MTC) created to ease the 

transition from the retail NEM price to the new 

value stack tariff (Figure 13).20 Each component of 

the value stack is described in greater detail in Exhibit B. “The Value Stack.  

The value stack is relevant to the CDG program because all commercial demand metered CDG hosts are 

to have their generation output valued using the new method.  

                                                             
18 This 2000 kWh demand threshold may vary between utilities. 
19 The value stack was envisioned to transition New York away from traditional NEM to a new way to compensate distributed 
energy resources. 
20 DPS has a proposed several changes to the value stack, including new tranches of MTC and changes to the distribution 
system value component. As of this writing, DPS currently has two whitepapers out for comment. Email communication with 
John Garvey, DPS Markets & Innovation. January 3, 2019. 

Figure 13 - The Value Stack and components 
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The Price of Credits 
Under the CDG program requirements, all CDG hosts constructing projects after 2017 are to be valued 

using the value stack. However, those projects that are connected using a non-demand meter will have 

their subscribers receive volumetric (kWh) credits, rather than the monetary value stack price. This 

means that subscribers to a non-demand CDG host will not be confused by seeing a value stack based 

monetary credit on their bill and will be more receptive to negotiating a per kWh price that likely 

exceeds the value stack amount.  

Under program rules, a CDG host can negotiate the price they charge to their subscriber so long as they 

follow oversight and disclosure requirements. This means they must explain how the price works. If the 

subscriber is used to paying $0.13/kWh, and the host offers them $0.11/kWh, then both parties will 

likely be satisfied. This is within the rules despite the fact that if the host billed the subscriber at the 

value stack price it may be as low as $0.08/kWh or even less.   

However, the difference in value stack price vs. the host price will be harder to explain to subscribers 

receiving monetary credits using the value stack: In that instance the subscriber is already seeing a 

monetary rate applied and may be less inclined to pay the margin to the host. But the host can charge 

more than the value stack if there is a clear disclosure and the subscribers agree to the terms. 

Example – Value Stack and demand metered host with a CDG markup in price 

An electricity customer paying $0.13 per kWh for the energy supply portion of their 

bill subscribes to a CDG with a demand metered host account and agrees to pay the 

CDG host $0.11 per kWh for the output allocated to their bill. To the subscriber, this 

reflects a $0.02/kWh savings. The location, technology and interconnection 

parameters of the CDG’s renewable energy source inform a value stack price $0.08 

per kWh, which means that the subscriber is paying the CDG $0.03 per kWh above 

that value stack price. The subscriber signs up to buy 100 kWh monthly (100% of their 

historic average monthly consumption) through the CDG.  

Table 3 - CDG Subscriber Billing Changes 

Electric Bill Use/Generation Implications 

December bill from utility 
(before joining CDG) 

$13 electricity supply charge for 100 kWh 
 
 

January bill from utility 
(after joining CDG) 

$0 electricity supply charge because an $8 credit is offsetting 100 
kWh of usage 
 

February bill from CDG $11 owed to CDG for 100 kWh applied to the January utility bill 

Before enrolling in the CDG, the subscriber will see on their electric bill the 100 kWh 

they consumed in the prior month at a total supply charge of $13 ($0.13/kWh). Once 

the CDG credit allocations begin, in the next billing statement the subscriber will 

receive an $8 monetary credit that offsets 100 kWh of usage based on the value stack 

price of $0.08/kWh. The price on their electric bill for that 100 kWh of supply has been 

reduced from $0.13/kWh to $0.08/kwh, however they do not owe the utility $5.00 

(100 kWh x $0.05) for this reduction of their prior rate. Instead, the subscriber agreed 
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to pay a total of $0.11/kWh in their CDG contract, which means they will be billed the 

next month from the CDG host at the agreed upon price of $0.11/kWh, amounting to 

$11. As a result, they are paying the CDG host $0.03/kWh more than the monetary 

credit that was applied to their bill. (See Table 3) 

If, in this scenario, the subscriber consumes more than 100 kWh in a month, or if the 

CDG percent allocation in a given month does not reach the 100 kWh the subscriber 

consumed (perhaps because of a dry month), then the gap in supply is filled by the 

utility at the old $0.13 rate. Service will not be interrupted, but the subscriber may see 

fluctuations on the bill depending on these types of occurrences. 

With monetary crediting in place, charging a higher rate than the project’s value stack 

can still lead to an overall price per kWh reduction for the CDG member, though it 

needs to be fully disclosed to the subscriber that the CDG credit is only valued at 

$0.08/kWh by the utility, and the member is paying the CDG directly for the 

$0.03/kWh difference. Subscribers might be willing to accept this, if they understand 

it, as it is an overall price reduction and supports the development of local renewable 

generation. 

For a CDG host, the value stack mechanism only applies to net injections, which means that any 

offsetting of onsite load receives the volumetric component of the retail rate as compensation.21 Any 

additional electricity that is not used onsite and is instead injected into the system to be allocated to 

subscriber accounts is compensated based on value stack. Net injections are hourly for purposes of 

computing the energy (LBMP) component of the value stack. Retail time-of-use (TOU) rates are 

applicable when in use for offsetting onsite load, but not for the value stack compensation. 

The Value Stack Calculator  

NYSERDA provides the public with an Excel file called the Value Stack Calculator22 which allows a CDG 

host to enter facility specific data points to determine the likely value stack price in the CDG program. 

The calculator allows the user to enter the NYISO zone and utility territory; the type of value stack 

program desired; the amount of energy to serve demand-based customers and mass market customers; 

the applicable tranche of market transition credit, if any; data pertaining to 8,760 hours of generation 

output; information pertaining to on-site storage; financial analysis metrics; compensation inputs 

including the LSRV rate basis, DRV rate basis, LBMP rate basis, Capacity value rate basis; environmental 

value (REC price); on-site consumption; and an annual energy rate escalator.  

The output tabs (Excel sheets) allow the user to see annual projections for a term selected by the user, 

and monthly projections which detail the expected monthly price for each component of the value 

stack. The Calculator ultimately shows the user the potential value the CDG host facility would see in the 

value stack. 

                                                             
21 A demand-metered account is also charged for the capacity component of its consumption, however as a CDG host, the 
capacity charge is unaffected when credits are applied at the volumetric rate for onsite load. 
22 The value stack calculator is available at: https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/NY-Sun/Contractors/Value-of-
Distributed-Energy-Resources/Solar-Value-Stack-Calculator  

https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/NY-Sun/Contractors/Value-of-Distributed-Energy-Resources/Solar-Value-Stack-Calculator
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/NY-Sun/Contractors/Value-of-Distributed-Energy-Resources/Solar-Value-Stack-Calculator
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/NY-Sun/Contractors/Value-of-Distributed-Energy-Resources/Solar-Value-Stack-Calculator
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V. CDG Host Responsibilities 

Subscriber Acquisition 
Central to the success of CDG is the acquisition of subscribers (sometimes referred to by the NYPSC and 

utilities as subscribers, customers or members) who are willing to receive credits of generation output 

allocated to their electric bills, and to pay the CDG host for some agreed upon value for those credits. In 

other words, those who buy the project’s electricity. The various ways to organize subscriptions in a CDG 

are discussed above (See CDG Subscription Models for more information). The purpose of this section is 

to consider how a CDG host can go about finding subscribers, and strategies on how to market to 

subscribers and how to build alliances within your community to garner support for a community 

hydropower project. 

Engaging a Third-Party Subscriber Management Organization 
For project owners who are less inclined to market their product and develop subscriber relationships, 

there are an increasing number of Subscriber Management Organizations (SMO) offering to market to, 

sign up, and manage subscriptions for CDG owners. These organizations offer CDG hosts assistance in 

acquiring and maintaining subscribers. There are many energy service companies (ESCOs) who provide 

this service, however a CDG host should be aware that the history of ESCO abuse in New York State23 has 

made some consumers wary of these companies, and care should be taken in selecting a suitable SMO. 

Subscriber Management Software 

Recent progress in software products offer new opportunities for CDG hosts to acquire and manage 

subscriptions with less effort and cost. Internet portals with effective marketing strategies can reach 

consumers online and engage them in subscriptions. Very small CDG hosts with only a few subscribers 

can easily manage their subscriptions with Excel spreadsheets, however with larger output and an 

unwieldy number of subscriptions, simple spreadsheets may not be adequate. In the solar industry, 

some of the larger companies have developed their own software to manage their complex subscriber 

relation needs. CDG hosts interested in managing their own subscriber databases can work with 

software developers to create customized solutions. (See Useful Links Section for examples). 

Marketing to a Community 

Hydro site owners who are interested in engaging with their community to find and sign up subscribers 

can increase their success by preparing a marketing strategy that recognizes the environmental impacts 

of hydropower and the potential to build new alliances around cultural resource protection, public 

education and recreation and environmental protection. 

Hydropower is a clean, renewable, reliable and efficient source of energy. Installing microhydro on an 

existing dam, where environmental conditions are appropriate, is a great way to contribute new green 

power to the larger supply mix and help reduce greenhouse gases. A hydro site owner interested in CDG 

                                                             
23 Order Establishing Oversight Framework and Uniform Business Practices for Distributed Energy Resource Suppliers. (October 
19, 2017) CASE 15-M-0180.  “The Commission’s experience in regulating energy services companies (ESCOs) in the gas and 
electric supply market has demonstrated that oversight is needed to prevent false promises, exploitative pricing, and other 
deceptive or intentionally confusing behavior in marketing to residential customers and small businesses.” 
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should be familiar with the environmental impacts of hydropower, as well as the potential to enhance 

environmental conditions as a steward of the river. 

Marketing CDG can be successful if campaigns are designed to be appealing, accessible and clear. 

Section VI. Lessons Learned from Community Solar describes marketing campaigns in use by community 

solar providers and one community hydro provider. 

Environmental Concerns and Enhancements 

A significant release of greenhouse gases can occur when a hydropower dam is first constructed and the 

new impoundment that is created drowns trees and other organic matter below the water level. When 

this material decomposes in the first years, methane, a powerful greenhouse gas, can bubble into the 

atmosphere. After the initial decomposition period, the GHGs emitted are comparable to naturally-

occurring pond or wetland area. In most cases, the development of microhydro facilities utilize existing 

non-powered dams and operate as run-of-river facilities.  

Run-of-river operation does not alter the existing impoundment and thus does not add to the amount of 

GHG released, but new hydropower facilities may alter the natural water flow of a stream or river and 

can threaten riverine habitats. These flow modifications can have a critical impact on species habitat, 

which requires hydro site owners to carefully manage flows and meet standards required by regulatory 

agencies in their permit and/or license. Other environmental concerns associated with dams and dam 

impoundments are related to increased water temperatures, reduced dissolved oxygen, increased algae 

bloom, flood related issues, etc. 

Hydropower can be sustainable when it works in harmony with the riverine environment. “Low Impact” 

project design can enhance fish migration, ensure wetland health, and mitigate downstream and 

upstream storm event damage. Investments and enhancements in the watershed can be part of your 

microhydro development, an attractive feature for community supporters. See Bard College’s 

Microhydro NY – Environmental Considerations web page for more information on environmental 

aspects of microhydro power development.24 

Historic and Cultural Preservation 

Historic and cultural preservation of dams recognizes the role that water power—mills and dams—

played in the formation and development of communities of all sizes and in their ongoing identity. Many 

aging dams are targeted for removal because of environmental damage. The development of generating 

capacity at suitable historic dams may allow them to remain intact, making them once again a valuable 

resource to the community. 

Education and Recreation 

Operating a microhydro CDG can provide your community with valuable educational and recreational 

resources. Public access for fishing, boating, and for school trips to learn about the renewable resource 

at the hydro site are important tools for building community support. CDG site owners will benefit from 

developing these resources to create net benefits for the community.  

                                                             
24 https://microhydrony.org/category/environment/ 

https://microhydrony.org/category/environment/
https://microhydrony.org/category/environment/
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Sometimes these resources are already in place but are threatened by an aging dam in disrepair. A 

hydropower facility can give additional incentive for the dam owner to properly maintain the dam, 

preserving the upstream impoundment and its recreational uses. 

Finding Allies 

CDG site owners may also work towards alliances with environmental non-governmental organizations 

(NGOs), municipal environmental commissions, chambers of commerce, historic and cultural resource 

organizations and other constituencies. These kinds of alliances can be valuable both in the permitting 

and approval for a microhydro project, and in marketing to potential subscribers and align with the 

“Hydropower by Design” concept.  

Legal Considerations 

Permitting 
Permitting a hydroelectric facility is required under Federal, State and municipal law and regulations. 

The Federal Power Act and other laws give the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 

jurisdiction to regulate the construction and operation of non-federal hydroelectric projects.25 The New 

York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) Division of Water Resources regulates 

water quality and issues Section 401 Water Quality Certifications26 and permits for stormwater 

discharges27 pursuant to the Clean Water Act. See Bard College’s Microhydro NY website legal page for a 

deeper dive into the permitting requirements in New York State.28 

Interconnection 

Interconnection with the utility involves technical and procedural requirements necessary to safely and 

reliably interconnect a generating system to the electric grid. In New York, the requirements involve 

national technical standards—including the IEEE 1547 and UL 1741 standards—and the adoption of 

interconnection rules and procedures by the NYPSC. The electric utilities publish the technical and 

engineering requirements, and the policies, rules and terms governing the interconnection process. (See 

Useful Resources and Links). For a CDG, the host must sign an interconnection agreement and will be 

responsible for the cost of system upgrades, including new wires where necessary.  

CDG Registration 

CDG hosts are required to submit a Distributed Energy Resource Supplier Registration Form which must 

be supplemented with the following material: 

 Copy and proof of acceptance of your registration with the NYS Department of State and a copy 

of your certificate of assumed name (if applicable); 

 Sample sales agreements, including customer disclosure statements, and sample bills for each 

customer class for each material category of the CDG or On-Site Mass Market products or 

services that will be offered; 

                                                             
25 Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 791 to 823d. The FPA oversees hydropower licensing, administration and safety, as well as 

electric transmission and wholesale sales rates and services.  
26 33 U.S.C. § 1251 et seq. 
27 33 U.S.C. § 1342. 
28 https://microhydrony.org/category/legal/ 

https://microhydrony.org/category/legal/
http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/8a5f3592472a270c8525808800517bdd/$FILE/DER%20Supplier%20Registration%20Form%204.30.18.pdf
https://microhydrony.org/category/legal/
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 Copies of information and promotional materials used for mass marketing purposes for each 

product offering; 

 A list of entities, including contractors and sub-contractors, that market on behalf of your 

company; 

 The NYS DPS Office of Consumer Services Service Provider Form  

CDG Oversight and Business Practices 
All CDG hosts must comply with New York law, consumer protection requirements and NYPSC oversight 

rules which are defined in Case 15-M-0180.29 The NYPSC has established oversight and guidance on 

appropriate marketing and contracting for CDG hosts. It is essential that a CDG host be aware of this 

guidance and follow it. 

Essential CDG Subscription Contract Terms 

The legal terms and conditions that bind a subscriber to join a CDG are the responsibility of the CDG 

host. As with any business contract, all parties involved should obtain guidance from legal counsel 

before entering into a CDG subscription agreement. CDG subscription contract terms can be considered 

in two categories – project specific provisions which are unique to each subscriber, and standard 

provisions which are consistent for all subscribers joining the CDG. Below are some of the essential 

terms that should be included:30 

Project specific provisions: Each subscription contract will have terms specific to the subscriber signing 

and would generally include:  

 Subscriber contact information and address 

 Subscription rate (price per kWh) for volumetric credits,  

 Annual escalation rate for per kWh price (if used) 

 Production start date 

 Estimated annual electricity output to be credited 

 Utility account number and distribution utility name 

 NYISO zone 

Standard provisions:  All subscription contracts will have standard terms and conditions, which may 

include provisions regarding: 

 Cancellation terms and cancellation fees (if desired) 

 Term (the duration of the agreement) 

 Early Termination (allowing a subscriber to terminate their participation) 

 Payments (providing clear instructions on how subscribers are to pay) 

 Subscriber Rights and Obligations (including what happens if the subscriber moves) 

 Host Rights and Obligations 

 Assignment, Insurance and Force Majeure 

 Default, Remedies and Indemnification 

                                                             
29 NYPSC October 19, 2017 Order Establishing Oversight Framework and Uniform Business Practices for Distributed Energy 
Resource Suppliers in Case 15-M-0180 and to the Uniform Business Practices for DER Suppliers. 
30 The non-exhaustive list here applies to a typical CDG where subscribers join and pay for monthly credits. The Subscriber as 
Investor, CSH and other models discussed above would require different business and legal considerations.  

http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/fa05aa0d1f13fed085257687006f3a81/$FILE/OCS_ServiceProviderContactInformation_Form.pdf
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 Limitation of Liability and Warranty Disclaimer 

 Dispute Resolution 

Some terms and conditions may be more protective of the host but less appealing to the subscriber, 

such as requirements that the subscriber find a replacement if they move out of the utility territory, or 

the amount of termination or cancellation fees imposed. A CDG host will need to weigh their concerns 

about risk in the business venture with the flexibility and ease in acquiring subscribers, all while being 

careful to comply with program rules and regulations. In all subscriber contracts, a CDG host must 

consult with an experienced attorney who can assist them in customizing a subscriber agreement that 

best meets their needs. (See Lessons Learned – Community Solar Legal Framework below for more 

suggestions.)   

VI. Lessons Learned from Community Solar 
Community solar as a shared renewable structure has been around for more than a decade, with 

programs designed and offered by grass roots community groups, independent solar developers, and 

utilities (investor owned, municipal, and cooperative). In 2018, the Smart Electric Power Alliance (SEPA) 

reported a total of 734 megawatts (MW) of installed capacity in community solar programs across the 

United States. This short but rich history provides a significant number of examples to learn from.  

For site owners with developable microhydro potential who may be considering pursuing a community 

DG model, there are valuable lessons to be learned from community solar. The legal framework, 

program design, compliance with regulation and marketing strategies for community solar are all well 

developed. In addition, there are lessons to be learned relating to the constituents who participate as 

well as barriers that persist for some constituents. 

Community solar developed as a model to allow greater access to participate in solar energy. Yet the 

majority of community solar subscribers are primarily in the higher income brackets. Low-income 

customers are not accessing programs as rapidly and many states are adjusting to this pattern by 

creating low-income mandates within their community renewable programs. New York has initiated a 

collaborative process to work with interested parties to investigate and evaluate low-income customer 

participation in CDG, and to examine key barriers to low-income customer participation and develop 

solutions.31 

Community renewable programs can be difficult to explain to consumers and implementation is not 

simple. With New York’s CDG program, the allocation of credits can be a confusing concept, especially 

where the customer may not truly understand their electricity bill. Adding the complexity of CDG credits 

and a second bill coming from the CDG host, means that signing up subscribers can be a challenge and a 

barrier to implementation. CDG providers asked the NYPSC to prescribe automated billing, where the 

utilities would collect the amount owed to the CDG host on the electric bill so that the consumer only 

sees one bill. The NYPSC ordered utilities to file billing and automation reports, which they did in 

November of 2017 but as of this writing automation has not yet taken place.32  

                                                             
31 CDG Low Income: 
http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/ArticlesByTitle/8A75B07F45E1672485257EDD00602D7C?OpenDocument 
32 NYPSC VDER Docket where utilities will file their billing automation plans is here: 
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/MatterManagement/CaseMaster.aspx?MatterCaseNo=15-E-0751  

http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/ArticlesByTitle/8A75B07F45E1672485257EDD00602D7C?OpenDocument
http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/ArticlesByTitle/8A75B07F45E1672485257EDD00602D7C?OpenDocument
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/MatterManagement/CaseMaster.aspx?MatterCaseNo=15-E-0751
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CDG hosts need to prepare for the bookkeeping and records maintenance associated with operating a 

CDG. In order to deal with the billing confusion, some solar CDG hosts have offered and, in some cases, 

required subscribers to sign up for automatic or direct withdrawal from the subscriber’s bank account 

(See Lessons Learned from Community Solar Legal Framework for more information). Automatic 

payment ensures more efficient collections and may be more appealing to a potential subscriber. CDG 

hosts who are managing their own subscriptions have developed internal processes to receive the data 

from the utility each month and create invoices based on the credits applied to each subscriber account. 

This can typically be performed by an appropriately trained bookkeeper or clerical staff. 

Lessons Learned from Community Solar Marketing 
Many CDG printed and online marketing campaigns use catchy phrases and simple concepts to convey 

their message.  Some use a “Who, What, Where, Why and How” format or a question and answer 

formats to explain complicated issues.  Most have colorful and attractive designs. Several of the CDG 

providers offer “open house” community events including free food and beverages, to invite the public 

to hear their pitch and sign up in person. They use social media campaigns and online advertising to get 

the word out and provide digital access through QR codes and easy to remember URLs. Their websites 

provide a significant amount of information that is organized in a logical and visually appealing way, 

including webinars, videos and downloadable pamphlets, e-books and other published content, which 

are oriented in an educational format. Some also publish their names and logos of their business 

partners and subscribers, to provide credibility for their product. Some of the CDG providers describe 

both subscription and ownership style programs in their marketing material. Others market directly to 

potential landowners who may want to lease land to the CDG for a new solar farm.  

Examples of catchy phrases used by solar CDG providers in New York are: 

 Your neighbor doesn’t pay utility bills, why should you? 

 They get their power from the sun, not NYSEG. (with a photo of a solar farm) 

 Don’t put solar on your roof, put it on our farm!  

 It’s sunlight savings time, pay less for your power with community solar! 

 No panels, no problem. Rent your home or live in the shade? Solar is still an option. 

 Your panels, our farm. The perfect solar resource. 

Natural Power Group, a hydroelectric company offering CDG subscriptions for the Wallkill and 

Wappingers Falls projects focuses on the historic value of their hydro resources in their marketing 

campaigns. Their postcard includes a narrative history of the Wappingers Falls plant, which highlights 

the environmental commitment of their operations and the historic restoration of the site. Their Q&A 

sheet answers common questions that occur, some related to the billing and utility role, and others that 

are specific to the hydro resource. 

Lessons Learned from Community Solar Legal Framework 
Community solar providers registering for the CDG program are required to upload their sample 

contracts to the NYPSC website. Below are descriptions of four community solar contracts that are 

useful examples of different structures for a microhydro CDG to consider. 

http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/MatterManagement/CaseMaster.aspx?MatterCaseNo=15-M-0180
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Retail Net Metering Credit Sales Agreement 

In Grand Island Community Solar Project (BlueRock Energy Solar Inc.)’s Retail Net Metering Credit Sales 

Agreement customers subscribe to receive credits using volumetric net metering for a term of months. 

This contract begins with a term sheet that includes: 

 Subscriber Information (name, address, utility account info) 

 Price for net metering credits at  $__/ kWh 

 Membership Percentage Options based on 12 months historic usage, a % allocation at $/kWh 

 Term  for _____ months 

 Start Date 

 Renewal – opt to renew or withdraw 60 – 30 days prior to the renewal date, or automatic 

renewal for 12 months 

 Late Fees 

 Right of Rescission (same as cancellation) within 3 days of signing 

 Early termination fee of $100 

The contract then provides an explanation of how program works. Subscriber agrees to purchase the 

agreed upon percentage of output to be allocated by the utility as net metering credits to the 

subscriber’s bill, which includes both supply and delivery charges. This contract includes a useful 

paragraph of legal language for each supply and delivery explaining what each is. 

Subscriber must be a customer in the utility service territory and cannot sign up for other community DG 

or install renewable generation on site. This contract requires ACH automatic bank account debits based 

on monthly invoices to be emailed to the subscriber. The term sheet has signature lines at the bottom, 

then is followed by additional terms and conditions (utility service, net metering credits, dispute 

resolution, limitations of liability, taxes, force majeure, warranties, assignment, severability, information 

release, consumer protections and other miscellaneous provisions. 

Community Solar Power Services Agreement 

In High Peaks Solar, LLC’s Community Solar Power Services Agreement customers subscribe to receive 

credits using volumetric net metering for a term of five years. There is an option to prepay for 20 years 

of solar credits.  

This contract begins with a useful list of definitions. High Peaks is agreeing to install, maintain and 

operate a solar PV system and the subscriber agrees to purchase a defined amount of kWh from that 

system to offset the supply and delivery charges on their electric bill.  If more energy is used than the 

defined amount, the utility will bill subscriber the difference between credits and actual usage, at the 

utility’s normal retail rate. High Peaks retain title to and ownership of the system at all times and also 

retains ownership of all environmental and tax attributes. 

Subscriber agrees to pay for the kWh credits at an agreed upon rate (in this example $0.102) for a term 

of five years. High Peaks will bill subscriber monthly for the credits at that price. ACH payments are 

mandatory. There is a prepayment option that gives the subscriber rights to 20 years of solar credits at 

no additional cost. Additional terms include payment disputes, change in law, $110 down payment at 

contract signing, subscriber has a unilateral right to terminate on 60-day notice and cancellation is 

allowed within 30 days of signing. 

http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId=%7bC2C72575-3AFC-4D0C-B33F-84859B20CD9F%7d
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId=%7b5BC368EB-7806-496A-983A-C643F5E8926F%7d
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At any time that electric production from the system is greater than subscriber's requirements, the 

subscriber shall nevertheless pay the provider for all of the electricity produced by the system at the 

rates and in the manner agreed upon. However, if the agreed upon number of annual kWh credits that 

the customer received exceeds their annual usage, the provider can adjust the subscription amount to 

lessen the subscriber's expected annual allotment. 

Community Solar Sale Agreement 

In Renovus’ Community Solar Sale Agreement the subscriber physically owns a portion of the generation 

resource located at the CDG host site. 

The Renovus contract is a sale of selected solar panels, identified by serial number and paid for in full by 

the subscriber. The panels will be located on a farm controlled by Renovus, who is designated as agent 

for the subscriber to sell the output to the utility and apply net metering credits to the subscriber’s 

account. The selected panels are the subscriber’s personal property and the subscriber is entitled to 

apply for federal tax credits associated with the purchase. The subscriber can also sell or transfer 

ownership of the panels to anyone they want and can request Renovus to remove the panels and deliver 

them to the subscriber with 30 days written notice.  

This contract uses net metering and applies a kWh volumetric bill credit. The contract includes a place to 

provide the $___/ kWh for informational purposes only.  The agreement is pursuant to the utility rules 

and the CDG program.  Renovus is responsible for O&M but applies a $180 annual charge to pay for 

O&M, with an optional 2% annual escalator.  

Community Solar Subscription Agreement 

With Monolith Solar Associates, LLC’s Community Solar Subscription Agreement customers can 

subscribe to receive credits using Value Stack monetary credits for one year with one-year automatic 

renewals. 

The Monolith contract begins with a form for the subscriber to provide their information. It explains that 

Monolith is selling the subscriber a portion of solar credits based on an allocation of kWh generated 

from their solar facility each utility billing cycle. Monolith uses a monetary credit with value stack 

compensation.  They provide a link for subscribers to learn more about the Value Stack 

http://mncommunitysolar.com/faq. The length of the term is one year, with one-year automatic 

renewals. 

The monthly fee is based on the solar credits allocated to the subscriber’s bill and is 10% less than solar 

credits applied by the utility for the billing period. For example, if the solar credit is $100 for a period, 

the fee owed to Monolith would be $90. Invoices will be sent monthly, and the subscriber can pay by 

ACH or by check.   

Monolith also offers a new subscriber discount of one free month of credits. If a subscriber maintains 

their account in good standing they then receive a credit for the January after their first full year of 

service. This contract has a good example of “Subscriber Authorization Form for Release of Utility Data”. 

This can be a useful example separate from the contract. 

http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId=%7b5F67FB14-3A1E-4D44-9459-E7785C14919D%7d
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId=%7b4EB44974-6155-4C29-B95B-E3B206C4AB28%7d
http://mncommunitysolar.com/faq
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Additional Community Solar Models 
This section provides a few examples of community solar models across the United States. These include 

third party developed models and utility models.  

Third Party Models – Lessons Learned 

Solar United Neighbors is a 501c3 non-profit organization created in 2007 by concerned citizens who 

knocked on the doors of their neighbors to build the Mt. Pleasant Solar Cooperative helping 45 

neighbors share a new solar project. Since then they have expanded their efforts to assist communities 

in shared solar projects through education and policy advocacy. They have significant resources 

available to the public to understand how community solar works.  

My Generation Energy in Massachusetts successfully created LLCs to purchase solar installations funded 

by groups of investors. The benefits are limited to a small group of tax-motivated investors. 

Utility Models – Lessons Learned 
The Clean Energy Collective develops community owned solar gardens in Colorado. Their business 

structure offers participation to an unlimited number of utility customers. 

Many of the municipal utilities who have pioneered community solar have invested a considerable 

amount of research into market assessments and marketing strategies to improve on their product 

offerings. One such utility is the Sacrament Municipal Utility District (SMUD) who first offered a Shared 

Solar product in 2008. SMUD has published a “Lessons Learned” webinar from 2017 33 which offers 

advice (primarily to utilities offering community solar) on program design, marketing strategy and other 

considerations.  

  

                                                             
33 https://www.communitysolarvalueproject.com/uploads/2/7/0/3/27034867/2017_04_13_final_smud_webinar_1.pdf  

https://www.solarunitedneighbors.org/learn-the-issues/community-solar/
http://www.mygenerationenergy.com/
https://www.cleanenergyco.com/commercial/
https://www.smud.org/en/Going-Green/Community-Solar
https://www.communitysolarvalueproject.com/uploads/2/7/0/3/27034867/2017_04_13_final_smud_webinar_1.pdf
https://www.communitysolarvalueproject.com/uploads/2/7/0/3/27034867/2017_04_13_final_smud_webinar_1.pdf
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VII. Resources, Useful Links 

Utility CDG Resources 
New York State Electric Utilities Links to CDG web pages 

Central Hudson Gas & Electric https://www.cenhud.com/dg/programs_and_incentives  

ConEdison https://www.coned.com/en/save-money/using-private-generation-
energy-sources/applying-for-interconnection  

National Grid https://www9.nationalgridus.com/masselectric/home/energyeff/distribu
ted_generation.asp  

New York State Electric & Gas 
(NYSEG) 

https://www.nyseg.com/wps/portal/nyseg/saveenergy/innovation/distri
butedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY1NC4JAGIR_SweP8W4ahUcRKSSTgmDbi6y5r
dvHu7pulv8-
jcBLdJyZZ2aAAQWGvFWSW6WR33p9ZIvMmyXReh6SbbpJXbIj8cr3D3svip
cQA_sP9AvqUtcsAHbSaMXLAsWuEZJLk41fDikFL4RxSHPnxgoURnYOUYi6_
QKFaqxR-
cOKQg75xx72XZOEiQRWcVtOFZ410LEH9HevurK8ewaTN88Dx14!/  

Orange and Rockland Utilities https://www.oru.com/en/save-money/using-private-generation-energy-
sources/applying-for-interconnection  

PSEG Long Island https://www.psegliny.com/aboutpseglongisland/ratesandtariffs/sgip/ap
plications  

Rochester Gas & Electric (RG&E) https://www.rge.com/wps/portal/rge/saveenergy/innovation/distribute
dgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY7NCsIwEISfxUOOsqsWicdSRFFa9JbupUQb0_iTtG
ks-
vZWEXoRjzPMfDNAIICs7IyWwTgrr73OaV7MJulyHSWYrRY8xj0mCd9l2yny
CDZA_wM9YerTJNVAtQzV2NiTA2Gsdd1nBERp2uDN4R5UqZVV_mtDbs5N
QzHQ0dmgHgGE10pqXwwPGVZKlsozbG_Sh3dbPxkOdIa_6fWFct7Goxdw6
gyG/  

Public Service Commission Links and Procedural Requirements 
NYPSC VDER Docket for CDG 

http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/MatterManagement/CaseMaster.aspx?MatterCaseNo=15-E-0751 

The NYPSC publishes the SIR as of October 2018 is available here 
http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/dcf68efca391ad60852576870
06f396b/$FILE/October%20SIR%20Appendix%20A%20-%20Final%2010-3-18.pdf 

NYPSC DG website 
http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/All/DCF68EFCA391AD6085257687006F396B?OpenDocument 

NY DER Instructions on registering and filing are available at  
http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/All/4BDF59B70BABE01585257687006F3A57?OpenDocument 

 

ConEd CDG Procedural Requirements 
https://www.coned.com/-/media/files/coned/documents/save-energy-money/using-private-generation/specs-
and-tariffs/community-distributed-generation-procedural-requirements.docx?la=en 

https://www.cenhud.com/dg/programs_and_incentives
https://www.coned.com/en/save-money/using-private-generation-energy-sources/applying-for-interconnection
https://www.coned.com/en/save-money/using-private-generation-energy-sources/applying-for-interconnection
https://www9.nationalgridus.com/masselectric/home/energyeff/distributed_generation.asp
https://www9.nationalgridus.com/masselectric/home/energyeff/distributed_generation.asp
https://www.nyseg.com/wps/portal/nyseg/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY1NC4JAGIR_SweP8W4ahUcRKSSTgmDbi6y5rdvHu7pulv8-jcBLdJyZZ2aAAQWGvFWSW6WR33p9ZIvMmyXReh6SbbpJXbIj8cr3D3svipcQA_sP9AvqUtcsAHbSaMXLAsWuEZJLk41fDikFL4RxSHPnxgoURnYOUYi6_QKFaqxR-cOKQg75xx72XZOEiQRWcVtOFZ410LEH9HevurK8ewaTN88Dx14!/
https://www.nyseg.com/wps/portal/nyseg/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY1NC4JAGIR_SweP8W4ahUcRKSSTgmDbi6y5rdvHu7pulv8-jcBLdJyZZ2aAAQWGvFWSW6WR33p9ZIvMmyXReh6SbbpJXbIj8cr3D3svipcQA_sP9AvqUtcsAHbSaMXLAsWuEZJLk41fDikFL4RxSHPnxgoURnYOUYi6_QKFaqxR-cOKQg75xx72XZOEiQRWcVtOFZ410LEH9HevurK8ewaTN88Dx14!/
https://www.nyseg.com/wps/portal/nyseg/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY1NC4JAGIR_SweP8W4ahUcRKSSTgmDbi6y5rdvHu7pulv8-jcBLdJyZZ2aAAQWGvFWSW6WR33p9ZIvMmyXReh6SbbpJXbIj8cr3D3svipcQA_sP9AvqUtcsAHbSaMXLAsWuEZJLk41fDikFL4RxSHPnxgoURnYOUYi6_QKFaqxR-cOKQg75xx72XZOEiQRWcVtOFZ410LEH9HevurK8ewaTN88Dx14!/
https://www.nyseg.com/wps/portal/nyseg/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY1NC4JAGIR_SweP8W4ahUcRKSSTgmDbi6y5rdvHu7pulv8-jcBLdJyZZ2aAAQWGvFWSW6WR33p9ZIvMmyXReh6SbbpJXbIj8cr3D3svipcQA_sP9AvqUtcsAHbSaMXLAsWuEZJLk41fDikFL4RxSHPnxgoURnYOUYi6_QKFaqxR-cOKQg75xx72XZOEiQRWcVtOFZ410LEH9HevurK8ewaTN88Dx14!/
https://www.nyseg.com/wps/portal/nyseg/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY1NC4JAGIR_SweP8W4ahUcRKSSTgmDbi6y5rdvHu7pulv8-jcBLdJyZZ2aAAQWGvFWSW6WR33p9ZIvMmyXReh6SbbpJXbIj8cr3D3svipcQA_sP9AvqUtcsAHbSaMXLAsWuEZJLk41fDikFL4RxSHPnxgoURnYOUYi6_QKFaqxR-cOKQg75xx72XZOEiQRWcVtOFZ410LEH9HevurK8ewaTN88Dx14!/
https://www.nyseg.com/wps/portal/nyseg/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY1NC4JAGIR_SweP8W4ahUcRKSSTgmDbi6y5rdvHu7pulv8-jcBLdJyZZ2aAAQWGvFWSW6WR33p9ZIvMmyXReh6SbbpJXbIj8cr3D3svipcQA_sP9AvqUtcsAHbSaMXLAsWuEZJLk41fDikFL4RxSHPnxgoURnYOUYi6_QKFaqxR-cOKQg75xx72XZOEiQRWcVtOFZ410LEH9HevurK8ewaTN88Dx14!/
https://www.nyseg.com/wps/portal/nyseg/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY1NC4JAGIR_SweP8W4ahUcRKSSTgmDbi6y5rdvHu7pulv8-jcBLdJyZZ2aAAQWGvFWSW6WR33p9ZIvMmyXReh6SbbpJXbIj8cr3D3svipcQA_sP9AvqUtcsAHbSaMXLAsWuEZJLk41fDikFL4RxSHPnxgoURnYOUYi6_QKFaqxR-cOKQg75xx72XZOEiQRWcVtOFZ410LEH9HevurK8ewaTN88Dx14!/
https://www.oru.com/en/save-money/using-private-generation-energy-sources/applying-for-interconnection
https://www.oru.com/en/save-money/using-private-generation-energy-sources/applying-for-interconnection
https://www.psegliny.com/aboutpseglongisland/ratesandtariffs/sgip/applications
https://www.psegliny.com/aboutpseglongisland/ratesandtariffs/sgip/applications
https://www.rge.com/wps/portal/rge/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY7NCsIwEISfxUOOsqsWicdSRFFa9JbupUQb0_iTtGks-vZWEXoRjzPMfDNAIICs7IyWwTgrr73OaV7MJulyHSWYrRY8xj0mCd9l2ynyCDZA_wM9YerTJNVAtQzV2NiTA2Gsdd1nBERp2uDN4R5UqZVV_mtDbs5NQzHQ0dmgHgGE10pqXwwPGVZKlsozbG_Sh3dbPxkOdIa_6fWFct7Goxdw6gyG/
https://www.rge.com/wps/portal/rge/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY7NCsIwEISfxUOOsqsWicdSRFFa9JbupUQb0_iTtGks-vZWEXoRjzPMfDNAIICs7IyWwTgrr73OaV7MJulyHSWYrRY8xj0mCd9l2ynyCDZA_wM9YerTJNVAtQzV2NiTA2Gsdd1nBERp2uDN4R5UqZVV_mtDbs5NQzHQ0dmgHgGE10pqXwwPGVZKlsozbG_Sh3dbPxkOdIa_6fWFct7Goxdw6gyG/
https://www.rge.com/wps/portal/rge/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY7NCsIwEISfxUOOsqsWicdSRFFa9JbupUQb0_iTtGks-vZWEXoRjzPMfDNAIICs7IyWwTgrr73OaV7MJulyHSWYrRY8xj0mCd9l2ynyCDZA_wM9YerTJNVAtQzV2NiTA2Gsdd1nBERp2uDN4R5UqZVV_mtDbs5NQzHQ0dmgHgGE10pqXwwPGVZKlsozbG_Sh3dbPxkOdIa_6fWFct7Goxdw6gyG/
https://www.rge.com/wps/portal/rge/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY7NCsIwEISfxUOOsqsWicdSRFFa9JbupUQb0_iTtGks-vZWEXoRjzPMfDNAIICs7IyWwTgrr73OaV7MJulyHSWYrRY8xj0mCd9l2ynyCDZA_wM9YerTJNVAtQzV2NiTA2Gsdd1nBERp2uDN4R5UqZVV_mtDbs5NQzHQ0dmgHgGE10pqXwwPGVZKlsozbG_Sh3dbPxkOdIa_6fWFct7Goxdw6gyG/
https://www.rge.com/wps/portal/rge/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY7NCsIwEISfxUOOsqsWicdSRFFa9JbupUQb0_iTtGks-vZWEXoRjzPMfDNAIICs7IyWwTgrr73OaV7MJulyHSWYrRY8xj0mCd9l2ynyCDZA_wM9YerTJNVAtQzV2NiTA2Gsdd1nBERp2uDN4R5UqZVV_mtDbs5NQzHQ0dmgHgGE10pqXwwPGVZKlsozbG_Sh3dbPxkOdIa_6fWFct7Goxdw6gyG/
https://www.rge.com/wps/portal/rge/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY7NCsIwEISfxUOOsqsWicdSRFFa9JbupUQb0_iTtGks-vZWEXoRjzPMfDNAIICs7IyWwTgrr73OaV7MJulyHSWYrRY8xj0mCd9l2ynyCDZA_wM9YerTJNVAtQzV2NiTA2Gsdd1nBERp2uDN4R5UqZVV_mtDbs5NQzHQ0dmgHgGE10pqXwwPGVZKlsozbG_Sh3dbPxkOdIa_6fWFct7Goxdw6gyG/
https://www.rge.com/wps/portal/rge/saveenergy/innovation/distributedgeneration/!ut/p/z0/fY7NCsIwEISfxUOOsqsWicdSRFFa9JbupUQb0_iTtGks-vZWEXoRjzPMfDNAIICs7IyWwTgrr73OaV7MJulyHSWYrRY8xj0mCd9l2ynyCDZA_wM9YerTJNVAtQzV2NiTA2Gsdd1nBERp2uDN4R5UqZVV_mtDbs5NQzHQ0dmgHgGE10pqXwwPGVZKlsozbG_Sh3dbPxkOdIa_6fWFct7Goxdw6gyG/
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/MatterManagement/CaseMaster.aspx?MatterCaseNo=15-E-0751
http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/dcf68efca391ad6085257687006f396b/$FILE/October%20SIR%20Appendix%20A%20-%20Final%2010-3-18.pdf
http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/dcf68efca391ad6085257687006f396b/$FILE/October%20SIR%20Appendix%20A%20-%20Final%2010-3-18.pdf
http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/All/DCF68EFCA391AD6085257687006F396B?OpenDocument
http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/All/4BDF59B70BABE01585257687006F3A57?OpenDocument
https://www.coned.com/-/media/files/coned/documents/save-energy-money/using-private-generation/specs-and-tariffs/community-distributed-generation-procedural-requirements.docx?la=en
https://www.coned.com/-/media/files/coned/documents/save-energy-money/using-private-generation/specs-and-tariffs/community-distributed-generation-procedural-requirements.docx?la=en
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National Grid CDG Procedural Requirements 
https://ngus.force.com/servlet/servlet.FileDownload?file=0150W00000Cpt93 

NYSERDA Links  
The value stack calculator is available at 

https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/NY-Sun/Contractors/Value-of-Distributed-Energy-
Resources/Solar-Value-Stack-Calculator 

NYSERDA Clean Energy Standard Eligibility and Certification Guidelines 
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/-/media/Files/Programs/Clean-Energy-Standard/Eligibility-Certification-
Guidelines.pdf 

Community Solar Links 
NREL – A Guide to Community Solar, Utility, Private and Non-Profit Project Development 

https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy11osti/49930.pdf 

Business model description for utility owned, developer owned and SPE owned community solar 
https://www.elevateenergy.org/programs/solar-energy/community-solar/business-models/ 

Smart Electric Power Alliance (SEPA) Community Solar Program Design Models 2018 version34 
https://sepapower.org/resource/community-solar-program-designs-2018-version/ 

Subscription management software (not CDG-specific)35 
https://www.subscriptiongenius.com/tour/ 

Community Solar Legal Considerations 
Community solar and federal and general state securities and tax law considerations 

https://www.publicpower.org/resource/legal-implications-community-solar-securities-and-tax-law-implications 

Community Solar Legal Primer 
https://solarbuildermag.com/news/community-solar-legal-primer/ 

Example business model for a solar power co-op36 
http://tangerinepower.com/ 

                                                             
34 Since 2010, the Smart Electric Power Alliance has tracked every launched and publicly announced community solar program 
in the US, creating one of the nation’s most extensive repositories of community solar data. 
35 This is not CDG-specific software but focuses on subscriber management in general. They charge $149 per month for up to 
5,000 subscribers. This might make sense for 360,000 kWh and upwards at half a cent per kWh cost – a facility of almost 68 kW 
is necessary for that. 
36 Tangerine Power, LLC, based in Washington State has created a business model for a solar power co-op and has launched the 
Edmonds Community Solar Cooperative 

https://ngus.force.com/servlet/servlet.FileDownload?file=0150W00000Cpt93
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/NY-Sun/Contractors/Value-of-Distributed-Energy-Resources/Solar-Value-Stack-Calculator
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/NY-Sun/Contractors/Value-of-Distributed-Energy-Resources/Solar-Value-Stack-Calculator
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/-/media/Files/Programs/Clean-Energy-Standard/Eligibility-Certification-Guidelines.pdf
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/-/media/Files/Programs/Clean-Energy-Standard/Eligibility-Certification-Guidelines.pdf
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy11osti/49930.pdf
https://www.elevateenergy.org/programs/solar-energy/community-solar/business-models/
https://sepapower.org/resource/community-solar-program-designs-2018-version/
https://www.subscriptiongenius.com/tour/
https://www.publicpower.org/resource/legal-implications-community-solar-securities-and-tax-law-implications
https://solarbuildermag.com/news/community-solar-legal-primer/
http://tangerinepower.com/
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SPE Models 
https://hub.globalccsinstitute.com/publications/guide-community-shared-solar-utility-private-and-nonprofit-
project-development/special-purpose-entity-spe-models 

Specific types of business entities for community projects 
https://hub.globalccsinstitute.com/publications/guide-community-shared-solar-utility-private-and-nonprofit-
project-development/business-formation-and-types-special-project-entities-community-shared-solar-projects 

Business Structures and Financing for Energy Projects 
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2016/02/f30/1_paul_schwabe_wed.pdf 

Columbia University SIPA Community Solar  
https://sipa.columbia.edu/file/3384/download?token=bAerBycu 

General Energy Resources  
How Energy Pricing Works in New York State 

http://www.ippny.org/vs-uploads/PDF/1301328531_Energy_Pricing.pdf 

https://callmepower.com/ny/utility 

https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R44852.pdf 

National Energy Marketers Association37 
http://www.energymarketers.com/ 

The NY SolarMap38 
https://nysolarmap.com/installing-solar/interconnection/interconnection-faq/ 

Hydropower Resources 
Planning a Microhydro System  

https://www.energy.gov/energysaver/planning-microhydropower-system 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission FERC 
https://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/2017/hydropower-primer.pdf 

  

                                                             
37 National Energy Marketers Association is a national, non-profit trade association representing both leading suppliers and 
major consumers of natural gas and electricity as well as energy-related products, services, information and advanced 
technologies throughout the United States, Canada and the European Union. Potentially a good resource to find SMO and other 
services to assist a host looking to set up CDG. 
38 NY SolarMap has provided a useful 'Frequently Asked Questions' about interconnection pertaining to solar projects in New 
York. This information is also helpful to hydro projects considering interconnection. The responses were created with assistance 
from the NYS Utility Companies. 

https://hub.globalccsinstitute.com/publications/guide-community-shared-solar-utility-private-and-nonprofit-project-development/special-purpose-entity-spe-models
https://hub.globalccsinstitute.com/publications/guide-community-shared-solar-utility-private-and-nonprofit-project-development/special-purpose-entity-spe-models
https://hub.globalccsinstitute.com/publications/guide-community-shared-solar-utility-private-and-nonprofit-project-development/business-formation-and-types-special-project-entities-community-shared-solar-projects
https://hub.globalccsinstitute.com/publications/guide-community-shared-solar-utility-private-and-nonprofit-project-development/business-formation-and-types-special-project-entities-community-shared-solar-projects
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2016/02/f30/1_paul_schwabe_wed.pdf
https://sipa.columbia.edu/file/3384/download?token=bAerBycu
http://www.ippny.org/vs-uploads/PDF/1301328531_Energy_Pricing.pdf
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R44852.pdf
http://www.energymarketers.com/
https://www.energy.gov/energysaver/planning-microhydropower-system
https://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/2017/hydropower-primer.pdf
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VII. Community Distributed Generation FAQ 

General Questions 
1. What is Community Renewable Energy and Community Distributed Generation? 

Community Renewable Energy refers to a renewable energy project that is shared by a community (like 

community solar or hydro). In other words, instead of a single owner using the output from a renewable 

energy project, with a Community Renewable Energy project, the output is shared by a group of 

individuals, businesses or other entities who consume electricity. Community Distributed Generation 

(CDG) is New York State’s program that allows distributed renewable energy resources to share their 

output with retail customers. 

2. What are the key CDG requirements? 

The key CDG requirements are to have an eligible renewable energy source, an interconnection 

agreement with the distribution utility, and a group of at least ten subscribers who sign a CDG contract. 

3. What is a CDG host? 

The CDG host is the entity that manages and sells electricity to subscribers who elect to participate. In 

most cases the CDG host operates or owns a renewable energy project that generates more electricity 

than can be used on site. The host defines the stipulations for subscribers to join the CDG. 

4. Who can subscribe? What are the requirements for CDG subscribers? 

CDG subscribers are utility customers who contractually agree to purchase generation output from a 

Community Distributed Generation host. They can be individual residential account holders or 

commercial accounts. The CDG subscriber remains a customer of their utility company who will bill them 

for delivery and transmission and additionally used electricity. To be a CDG subscriber, the customer 

must be in the same utility territory and NYISO zone as the CDG host. 

5. What documents do I need to apply to be a CDG host? 

Each distribution utility requires an interconnection agreement and related documents including the 

host self-certification form, subscriber allocation form, certification of creditworthiness, cyber security 

standards, landowner consent (even if the host is the landowner) and other necessary information. The 

exact requirements and nature of the forms may vary between the utilities. The CDG host must also 

register as a Distributed Energy Resource (DER) with the Public Service Commission, which requires the 

Distributed Energy Resource Supplier Registration Form as well as the following material: 

 Copy and proof of acceptance of your registration with the NYS Department of State and a copy 

of your certificate of assumed name (if applicable); 

 Sample sales agreements, including customer disclosure statements, and sample bills for each 

customer class for each material category of the CDG or On-Site Mass Market products or 

services that will be offered; 

 Copies of information and promotional materials used for mass marketing purposes for each 

product offering; 

 A list of entities, including contractors and sub-contractors, that market on behalf of your 

company; 

https://microhydrony.org/2019/05/01/cdg-model-the-community-dg-program/
https://microhydrony.org/2019/05/01/cdg-model-the-community-dg-program/
https://microhydrony.org/2019/05/01/cdg-model-the-community-dg-framework-1/
https://microhydrony.org/2019/05/01/cdg-model-the-community-dg-program/
https://microhydrony.org/2019/05/01/cdg-model-the-community-dg-program/
https://microhydrony.org/2019/05/01/cdg-model-the-community-dg-program/
https://microhydrony.org/2019/05/02/cdg-model-legal-considerations/
https://microhydrony.org/2019/05/02/cdg-model-legal-considerations/
http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/8a5f3592472a270c8525808800517bdd/$FILE/DER%20Supplier%20Registration%20Form%204.30.18.pdf
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 The NYS DPS Office of Consumer Services Service Provider Form [NYS DPS Office of Consumer 

Services Service Provider Form] 

6. Is there a waiting list to become a CDG host? 

Each utility has limited capacity to accept CDG hosts, and allocates that space in a first come first served 

basis. First, the utility receives applications and the potential CDG host reserves a spot by signing the 

interconnection agreement. For those hosts using the Value Stack compensation mechanism, the 

Market Transition Credit (MTC) has a total capacity limit that varies by utility territory and is available on 

a first come - first serve basis. 

7. Where can I find more information about CDG? 

See Microhydro CDG Model Description. 

Utility Questions 
8. What is the utility's role in CDG? 

The utility is required by the Public Service Commission to offer CDG opportunities to customers in its 

service territory. Their role is to accept interconnection of a CDG host generation source, subject to the 

PSC rules and utility tariff, and to facilitate the application of generation credits on the billing accounts 

of any customers who have subscribed to the CDG. 

9. How do I find out who my utility is? 

If you are a current electricity customer then your utility is already sending you an electric bill each 

month. If you are uncertain, you can use this mapping tool created by New York State: 

https://data.ny.gov/Energy-Environment/NYS-Electric-Utility-Service-Territories/q5m9-rahr  

10. If I am interested in being a CDG host, how do I approach interconnection as a part of the 

process to apply to be a CDG host with my utility? 

Interconnection is a necessary component of establishing a CDG. The CDG procedures require a host to 

execute the required interconnection contract provided in the Standardized Interconnection 

Requirements addendum in the utility tariff. The technical specifications and requirements and costs for 

interconnection will be site specific and can be determined by contacting your distribution utility. After a 

potential host determines that interconnection is feasible, they can proceed with the remaining 

paperwork required by the utility to establish a CDG. Interconnection for projects with a nameplate 

capacity of 50 kW or less have an expedited six step process to interconnection.  Larger systems (50 kW 

to multi-MW) use an 11-step approach that provides a more detailed application processing 

arrangement, often requiring an impact study, known as coordinated electric system interconnection 

review (CESIR).  Utilities must provide the ability to applicants with systems 25 kW and less to submit 

their application for interconnection via the Web. The best first step is to reach out to the 

interconnection or Distributed Generation (DG) department of your local utility. 

11. How long does the CDG host application process with the utility take? 

The length of time to complete the application process may vary greatly depending on how quickly the 

host can secure contracts with subscribers, the interconnection process and other factors. Once all the 

application paperwork is submitted, the utility typically takes sixty (60) days to activate the credit 

allocations for each subscriber. 

http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/fa05aa0d1f13fed085257687006f3a81/$FILE/OCS_ServiceProviderContactInformation_Form.pdf
http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/fa05aa0d1f13fed085257687006f3a81/$FILE/OCS_ServiceProviderContactInformation_Form.pdf
https://microhydrony.org/2019/05/01/cdg-model-the-community-dg-program/
https://microhydrony.org/2019/05/01/cdg-model-the-utilitys-role-in-the-cdg-model/
https://data.ny.gov/Energy-Environment/NYS-Electric-Utility-Service-Territories/q5m9-rahr
https://microhydrony.org/2019/05/02/cdg-model-legal-considerations/
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12. What paperwork does the utility require to add customers as CDG subscribers?  

The CDG host must sign up subscribers using a contract with their utility that complies with program 

rules. This includes the interconnection agreement and related documents, host self-certification form, 

subscriber allocation form and additional documents including certification of creditworthiness, cyber 

security standards, landowner consent (even if the host is the landowner) and other necessary 

information. The host also will need to analyze each subscriber’s average monthly consumption to 

determine the appropriate percentage of output to allocate to each subscriber. Each utility provides a 

process to look at individual customer historic consumption data. Once the appropriate percentage of 

generation output is determined for each customer, the host completes the utility’s CDG allocation 

form.  

13. Can you set up a CDG host, register subscribers and complete the process online? 

The documentation and forms required by the PSC and the utilities are available online for download, 

however the process is handled through emails and other communications between the host and the 

utility. 

14. How quickly can a subscriber join a CDG?  

If a subscriber is joining a CDG that is already active, it typically takes just one billing cycle to add that 

subscriber to the program. If the CDG is not yet operational and accepting new subscriptions, then a 

subscriber may not see billing credits appear on their bill until the host has found enough subscribers for 

the utility to activate the CDG. 

15. How long does it take to get responses from the utility? 

Credit allocation forms are submitted to the utility once per month and the utility has 30 days to 

respond and update credit allocations. Specific response times for other inquiries vary from utility to 

utility. 

16. What other costs will be added to the rate by the utility? 

Receiving electricity from the CDG instead of the utility, impacts the energy supply side of your utility 

bill, the utility will continue to charge you delivery, which includes your service charge, cost of 

distribution and transmission and other charges. The specific amounts depend on the subscriber’s 

service class as well the respective utility. For more information on your energy bill, have a look our CDG 

economics blog post. 

17. What is net metering? 

Net metering is a method for those using qualified generating systems, such as microhydro, to be 

credited for electricity generated in excess of their usage, and is achieved by allowing participating 

customers’ meters to measure electric flows in reverse and forward directions. When the customer’s 

generator is producing less energy than the customer is using, the electric meter will measure the 

supplemental energy passing from the utility to the customer and register the flow of electricity in a 

forward direction. When the customer’s generator is producing more energy than the customer is using, 

the electric meter will measure the excess energy passing from the customer to the utility and register 

the flow of electricity in a backward direction. The surplus energy is subtracted, or “netted,” from the 

energy supplied by the utility to the customer, thus “net metered.” Therefore, the utility is only able to 

see the net difference between what was generated and what was consumed during a billing period. 

https://microhydrony.org/2019/05/01/cdg-model-economics/
https://microhydrony.org/2019/05/01/cdg-model-economics/
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18. Why don’t I just do net metering instead of setting up a CDG? 

Net metering is only allowed to net against the energy consumed on-site where the generation source is 

metered. A CDG allows a host to generate more output than is consumed on-site and allocate it to other 

subscribers in the same utility service territory. If the host owns multiple properties within the same 

utility territory, remote net metering may also be an option. 

19. How do I apply for interconnection? 

If you are working with a contracted installer, that installer will offer you the opportunity to sign an 

agent authorization letter and will submit the interconnection application to the utility on your behalf. 

Appendix F of the NYSSIR provides the following checklist: 

1. Complete standard application form (Appendixes B & C) 

2. New York State Standardized Acknowledgement of Property Owner Consent Form – For Systems 

above 50 kW up to 5 MW Only (Appendix H) 

3. For residential systems rated 50 kW and below, a signed copy of the standard contract 

(Appendix A) 

4. Letter of authorization, signed by the Customer, to provide for the contractor to act as the 

customer’s agent, if necessary 

5. If requesting a new service, a site plan with the proposed interconnection point identified by a 

Google Earth, Bing Maps, or similar satellite image. For those projects on existing services, 

account and meter numbers shall be provided 

6. Description / Narrative of the project and site proposed. If multiple DG systems are being 

proposed at the same site/location, this information needs to be identified and explained in 

detail 

7. DG technology type 

8. DG fuel source / configuration 

9. Proposed project size in AC kW 

10. Project is net metered, remote, or community net metered 

11. Metering configuration 

12. Copy of the certificate of compliance referencing UL 1741 

13. Copy of the manufacturer’s data sheet for the interface equipment 

14. Copy of the manufacturer’s verification test procedures, if required 

15. System Diagram – A three-line diagram for designs proposed on three phase systems, including 

detailed information on the wiring configuration at the PCC and an exact representation of 

existing utility service. One-line diagram shall be accepted for single phase installations 

Technical 
20. What sized system should I install? 

The optimal system size depends on a multitude of factors and site-specific parameters including but not 

limited to head, flow, on-site loads and cost. The first consideration when determining the maximum 

potential output of a system based on head and flow should always be what is environmentally 

sustainable. Once that is determined, the cost of construction and feasibility of using the output, either 

by the owner or shared with other customers via CDG, might swing the decision towards a smaller but 

http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/All/DCF68EFCA391AD6085257687006F396B?OpenDocument
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more cost-efficient system. Talk to your developer about your goals and restrictions in 

microhydropower design.  

21. Will I lose power during a utility outage? 

Yes, electric service will be interrupted during utility outages unless a battery back-up system or stand-

by generator is also installed. For safety reasons, Distributed Generation systems are required to shut 

down and/or disconnect from the utility grid when an outage occurs to prevent electricity from back 

feeding into the lines to avoid injury to repair crews and the public.  

It is possible to install the hydropower system so that it actively disconnects the generator from the 

utility grid; the generator would then be able to supply electricity to your house during the utility 

outage. Depending on the frequency and duration of power outages in your neighborhood, the 

additional expense for the necessary equipment to also allow the microhydropower system to operate 

off-grid may or may not be justified. 

22. Does my site need to be inspected? 

Yes, it is the host's responsibility to obtain all necessary permits and electrical inspections, as well as 

ensure that the system passes an interconnection functional test before the utility will allow 

interconnection. 

23. What kind of meter do I need at my microhydro site? 

If you are installing a DG source, your utility will install a digital net meter with an Encoder Receiver 

Transmitter (ERT). This device utilizes radio frequency technology to transmit readings to meter readers 

over a short range, and ensures accuracy. These meters operate in both forward and reverse directions 

to enable net metering. 

24. What is a demand meter? 

A demand meter measures the peak level of demand within set periods of time (as brief as 15-minute 

intervals) rather than just measuring the overall level of electricity use. This allows the utility to recoup 

the cost of maintaining the capacity to provide intensive bursts of electricity to those customers who 

need it, rather than distributing these costs onto all customers - even those with more consistent 

electricity needs or use less electricity in total. 

25. What is a demand metered host? 

A demand metered host is a generation source connected to the utility using a demand meter and 

demand billing rate; typically in New York this applies to sites with 2,000+ kWh of monthly consumption 

on site. This may vary between distribution utilities. Whether a CDG host is demand metered or non-

demand metered decides whether CDG subscribers see volumetric or monetary (Value Stack) credits on 

their bill. 

26. Does the utility provide a high level interconnection feasibility overview for a site prior to the 

submission of an interconnection application? 

Yes, utilities will provide you with the option of submitting a Pre-Application, Appendix D of the NYSSIR, 

at the cost of $750 prior to submitting a complete interconnection application. If you choose to submit a 

full application within 15 Business Days of the utility’s pre-application results, the additional $750 

interconnection application fee will be waived. (See page 9 of the NYSSIR) For more information check 

with your utility.  

http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/dcf68efca391ad6085257687006f396b/$FILE/October%20SIR%20Appendix%20A%20-%20Final%2010-3-18.pdf
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27. Will I need a transformer upgrade? 

You may. The size of the existing transformer feeding your home or business was originally sized 

appropriately for the load (kWh usage). In cases where your proposed DG system size exceeds your 

normal load the existing transformer size may be insufficient. This also includes the aggregate of any 

existing DG or DG in queue on the transformer prior to your proposed installation. Without upgrading 

the transformer, the DG system could overload the transformer and cause the customers fed from the 

transformer to experience high voltage and/or other power quality issues. 

28. Will my microhydro system require upgrades to the utility grid? 

For systems 50 kW or less, if any upgrades are deemed necessary, they will be itemized by your utility in 

your notification of acceptance to proceed with your proposed installation. Common upgrades for 

systems 50kW or less include: transformer upgrades and secondary service upgrades. For systems above 

50 kW up to 5 MW, this will be analyzed during the preliminary screening analysis which may require a 

supplemental and/or Coordinated Electric System Interconnection Review (CESIR) to finalize the specific 

upgrades necessary to interconnect your proposed system. 

29. Who is responsible for upgrade costs? 

The host customer is responsible for the cost of transformer upgrades. If you are hiring a company to 

install your system, check with your agent/contractor, as they may cover this cost on your behalf. For 

microhydro systems 25 kW or less installed at a residential account, the host is responsible for the cost 

of $350 towards the total cost of the transformer upgrade. For micro hydro systems installed at non-

residential accounts, the host cost share is determined on a case-by-case basis by the utility, but is 

subject to review by the PSC if the customer requests it. These costs can include the total costs for 

upgrades to ensure the adequacy of the distribution system which would not have been necessary but 

for the interconnection of the net metered DG resource (as per PSL §66-l(3)(c)(iii)). See NYSSIR 

Appendix E. 

Billing 
30. What does the bill look like for CDG subscribers? 

CDG subscribers will receive two bills - their electric bill comes from the utility as before, and they also 

receive a bill from the CDG host (unless the utility has already implemented automated billing). The bill 

from the utility looks similar to before, only it will have a credit on it applying the percent output of the 

CDG that was agreed between the subscriber and host, as either a monetary or volumetric credit. The 

bill from the host to the subscriber is sent by the host, and charges the subscriber the amount due to 

compensate the host for the credit applied to the subscriber on the utility bill the previous month. 

31. What if a subscriber uses less or more energy than they subscribed to receive? 

The contract between the host and the subscriber should clearly state what happens in this instance. If 

the subscriber receives less credit than she/he consumes, then they will be charged the regular price for 

any kWh they consume from the utility that are in excess of the credit applied. If the subscriber uses less 

energy than the credit applied, then the contract will typically provide that excess credits carry forward 

to future billing cycles, and that the host may adjust the percentage of output allocated to that 

subscriber to better match the subscriber’s consumption. 

http://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/96f0fec0b45a3c6485257688006a701a/dcf68efca391ad6085257687006f396b/$FILE/October%20SIR%20Appendix%20A%20-%20Final%2010-3-18.pdf
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32. What happens if the CDG produces more kWh than planned (due to higher flows) and that 

output exceeds the amount of energy that the subscriber consumes?  

This is a term that is defined in the contract between the CDG host and subscribers. Where the contract 

allocates a fixed percentage of output as a credit and the amount allocated is larger than anticipated, it 

will still be applied as a credit. If the credit exceeds the subscriber’s consumption, then the credits can 

carry forward to a future billing period. The CDG host and subscriber have flexibility to reduce future 

allocation percentages to ensure that the subscriber is not receiving more credit than they can use. 

33. What happens if the kWh generation exceeds the sum of kWh used by all subscribers?  

CDG hosts can adjust the allocations as necessary on a monthly basis. Each year on the anniversary of 

the establishment of the CDG, the CDG host has the opportunity to distribute excess credits with the 

annual allocation request. A CDG host can add new subscribers at any time to ensure that all credits will 

be consumed. If a CDG host does not apply 100% of credits to subscriber accounts then they are 

forfeited at the end of the anniversary year. 

34. How does the pricing and billing work? As a host, how much do I charge CDG subscribers?  

The price a CDG host can charge a subscriber per kWh is a term defined in the contract between the 

subscriber and host. Unless the utility offers automatic billing, CDG billing takes place in two stages; first 

the utility applies a credit on the subscriber’s electric bill that offsets the amount of electricity 

consumed; and second, the CDG host collects payment for that credit by sending each subscriber a bill 

the subsequent month. The nature of the credit applied by the utility may be volumetric (credits applied 

in kWh) or monetary (a dollar credit), depending on whether the CDG host account is non-demand or 

demand meter. For a non-demand metered host, the credit is a volumetric kWh credit, and the host can 

send the subscriber a bill that charges the agreed upon price per kWh.  For a demand metered host, the 

credit is applied to the subscriber bill as a monetary credit using the Value Stack compensation 

mechanism. The host can then send the subscriber a bill charging the same amount as the utility credit, 

or a different amount if the contract between the subscriber and host so dictates. 

35. What is the Value Stack? 

The Value Stack is the compensation mechanism in use for small commercial DER in New York State, 

comprised of multiple layers of locational and time dependent values reflecting the value that a 

particular DER provides to the grid. (See Value Stack description in the CDG Model Description.) 

36. How can I estimate the value stack for my project? 

NYSERDA provides a tool to estimate the value stack for your project, available at 

https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/NY-Sun/Contractors/Value-of-Distributed-Energy-

Resources/Solar-Value-Stack-Calculator  

Marketing 
37. How much effort is it to sign a new subscriber? 

Signing up subscribers to a CDG involves marketing, or sales, just like any other product. Electricity 

consumers are increasingly aware of climate change and GHG emissions and are interested in green 

energy, which is a positive factor. However, explaining the CDG program in a clear and understandable 

way can be a challenge, particularly as it relates to explaining monetary crediting for host using the 

https://microhydrony.org/2018/05/09/coming-soon-community-distributed-generation-cdg-model/
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/NY-Sun/Contractors/Value-of-Distributed-Energy-Resources/Solar-Value-Stack-Calculator
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/NY-Sun/Contractors/Value-of-Distributed-Energy-Resources/Solar-Value-Stack-Calculator
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Value Stack price. More information on the challenges of marketing a CDG are available in our CDG 

Model Description. 

38. What are typical questions from new subscribers? 

 What benefits can I expect from this program? 

 Do I need to send you a year’s worth of my electric bills? 

 Can I opt out easily? 

 Are you an ESCO? 

 Am I buying part of the hydro plant by signing up? 

 As a subscriber, do I have to maintain anything? 

 What happens if I move? 

 How much will I save on my electric bill? 

 Will I lose money if there is a drought? 

 Is there a subscription cost or any other fee? 

 How does the billing work? 

 What percentage of your production do I get credit for? 

 Am I changing utilities? 

 Why do I have to pay a second bill? Can’t you just bill me through the utility? 

 Can I use automatic payment or a credit card? 

Management Questions 
39. How much effort is it to manage the CDG? 

Once the CDG is setup, managing a CDG primarily involves maintaining and billing the subscriptions. 

Each month the utility will send the CDG host information on how much credit was applied to each 

subscriber. The host uses that information to prepare the bill for each subscriber. If the CDG is set up 

like a shareowner or Community Supported Hydropower (CSH) model then the subscriber will prepay for 

a year or in perpetuity (or perhaps a fixed monthly amount if that is what is agreed to). If subscribers 

drop out, or if generation increases and there is need, effort will be required to obtain new subscribers.  

40. As a CDG host, will I need legal representation? 

Anyone considering setting up a CDG as a host is required to use a legally binding contract that is 

approved by the PSC. It is advisable to seek counsel when creating the subscriber contract, to ensure 

that it satisfies New York law and PSC program rules, while also protecting your business interests. 

  

https://microhydrony.org/2018/05/09/coming-soon-community-distributed-generation-cdg-model/
https://microhydrony.org/2018/05/09/coming-soon-community-distributed-generation-cdg-model/
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Exhibit A. “Definitions” 
Table 4 – Used Terms and Definitions, Exhibit A. 

Term Definition 

Automated Clearing 

House (ACH) 

The ACH Network is a United States electronic payment network that processes 

high-volume/low-value financial transactions (credit and debit). The system is 

designed to accept payment batches, so that large numbers of payments can 

be made at once and relatively low fees. Businesses increasingly use ACH online 

to have customers pay, rather than via credit or debit cards. 

Behind the meter A generating unit or multiple generating units at a single location (regardless of 

ownership), of any nameplate size, on the customer's side of the retail meter 

that serve all or part of the customer's retail load with electric energy. All 

electrical equipment from and including the generation set up to the metering 

point is considered to be behind the meter. 

Capacity Value A component of the Value Stack based on retail capacity rates for intermittent/ 

dispatchable technologies. The Capacity Value credit is based on the sum (1) of 

the project’s hourly net injections (kWh) in the billing period (Alternative 1); or 

(2) the sum of the project’s hourly net injections during summer peak-460 

summer, afternoon hours (Alternative 2); or (3) the project’s net injections 

(kWh) at hour of prior year’s NYISO peak (Alternative 3); multiplied by each 

Alternative’s respective Capacity Component rates in effect at the time of 

billing. 

CDG Host In a CDG program, the entity that manages and sells electricity to subscribers who elect 

to participate. In most cases the CDG host operates or owns a renewable energy 

project that generates more electricity than can be used on site. The host defines the 

stipulations for subscribers to join the CDG. 

CDG Member See CDG Subscriber. 

CDG Satellite See CDG Subscriber. 

CDG Sponsor See CDG Host. 

CDG Subscriber An electric utility customer who contractually agrees to purchase generation output 

from a Community Distributed Generation host. The CDG subscriber remains a 

customer of their utility company who will bills them for delivery and transmission and 

additionally used electricity. 

Community Distributed 

Generation (CDG) 

A program in New York State within the VDER program that allows independently 

owned renewable generation sources to allocate and sell their electricity generation 

directly to retail customers within the same distribution utility service territory and 

NYISO zone. 
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Community Sustained 

Hydropower (CSH) 

CSH a CDG subscription model that allows subscribers to carry the risk of unexpectedly 

low hydropower generation (e.g. during droughts) and thus supporting local 

microhydropower development. 

Creditworthiness 

Standards 

Creditworthiness is a valuation that determines the possibility a borrower may default 

on his debt obligations. The required creditworthiness standards for CDG hosts are set 

by the NYPSC in case 98-M-1343 (Uniform Business Practices), Section 3. 

Customer An individual or business with a distribution utility account who purchases electricity. 

Delivery Charge The portion of the electricity bill representing the cost of transmission and distribution 

of the electricity being supplied. 

Demand metered host A generation source connected to the utility using a demand billing rate; typically in 

New York this applies to sites where there is 2000 kWh of monthly consumption on 

site. This may vary between distribution utilities. 

Demand Reduction 

Value (DRV) 

A component of the Value Stack which is based on the project’s average net injections 

(kW) during the utility’s ten (10) highest peak hours (in previous calendar year) 

multiplied by the project’s DRV Component rate ($/kW) in effect during the billing 

period. 

Distributed Energy 

Resource (DER) 

DER is a resource or set of resources - typically located on an end-use customer’s 

premises and operated for the purpose of supplying customer electric load - that seeks 

to provide NYISO wholesale market services, like CDG, Distributed Storage, Microgrid, 

Demand Response, Combined Heat and Power and others. The key aspect of DERs is 

that they are distributed rather than centralized energy resources (like large coal or 

nuclear power plants). 

Distribution System 

Value 

A component of the Value Stack comprised of two parts: the Demand Reduction Value 

(DRV) and the Locational System Relief Value (LSRV). 

Distribution utility An entity that provides regulated services for the distribution of electricity to 

customers by providing the wires between the transmission system and the end-use 

customer. 

Distribution utility 

service territory 

The geographic area served by a distribution utility. 

Electrical load An end-use device or customer that receives power from the electric system.  

Electricity Marketing Advertising for the sale of CDG subscriptions; may include informational sessions at 

public and private meetings, online and printed advertisements, door-to-door 

marketing, etc... 

Electricity Supply Charge Portion of the electric bill representing the cost of electricity generation being supplied. 

Energy Value A component of the Value Stack that represents the electricity supply, value is based on 

the NYISO day-ahead hourly zonal “locational based marginal pricing” (LBMP) in effect 

at the time of generation (inclusive of losses) multiplied by the project’s hourly net 
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injections during the billing period. The LBMP fluctuates based on demand for 

electricity and fuel prices. 

Environmental Value A component of the Value Stack that represents the environmental attributes 

associated with an eligible renewable DER; the value of which is based on the higher of 

the Clean Energy Standard Tier 1 Renewable Energy Credit (REC) price per kW 

generated and delivered; or the social cost of carbon (SCC) per kWh value minus 

Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative.  

ESCO Energy Service Company, an entity eligible to sell electricity to customers using the 

transmission or distribution system of a utility in New York State. 

Facility Owner Owner of the microhydro facility. 

Federal Regulatory 

Energy Commission 

(FERC) 

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission is the United States federal agency that 

regulates the transmission and wholesale sale of electricity and natural gas in interstate 

commerce and regulates the transportation of oil by pipeline in interstate commerce. 

FERC has jurisdiction over the construction and licensing of most non-federally owned 

hydroelectric projects. 

Host generator The DER generation resource that provides electricity output for a CDG Host. 

Interconnection The physical linking of privately or commercially owned equipment or facilities (e.g. 

microhydro facility) to the electric utility grid. 

Kilowatt hour (kWh) A measure of electricity defined as a unit of work or energy, measured as 1 kilowatt 

(1,000 watts) of power expended for 1 hour. The kWh is also the measure of energy 

consumption as used on electricity bills. 

Load An end-use device or customer that receives power from the electric system.  

Locational System Relief 

Value 

A component of the Value Stack which is paid to projects located on sections of the grid 

identified by each utility that would benefit from new DER based on de-averaging of 

utility marginal cost of service studies 

Low-income customer A customer in New York who is eligible to receive benefits under the Home Energy 

Assistance Program (HEAP), determined as at or below 60% of state median income. 

Case 14-M-0565, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission to Examine Programs to 

Address Energy Affordability for Low Income Utility Customers, Order Instituting 

Proceeding (issued January 9, 2016). 

Market Transition Credit 

(MTC) 

A component of the Value Stack which is a monetary subsidy intended to make 

estimated CDG compensation equal to base retail rates under NEM. In VDER, the MTC 

is provided in tranches with total capacity limits that differ for each distribution utility. 

Marketing Business outreach, advertising and sales effort to create a relationship with customers. 

See Electricity Marketing. 
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Mass-market customers Individual residential or small commercial customers in New York that do not have 

demand billing or mandatory hourly pricing. 

Microhydro Small hydropower, typically generating less than 100 kW of power. 

Net Energy Metering Net energy metering is a billing mechanism that credits DER owners for the electricity 

they add to the grid at the same rate they would normally buy electricity.  

Net injections Export of electricity, generated by a DER that exceeds on-site electricity consumption 

within a set period of time. 

Non-demand metered 

host 

A generation source connected to the utility in a non-demand billing rate - typically 

applies to sites where there is less than 2000 kWh of monthly consumption on site. 

Non-powered dams Dams that do not generate electricity. 

NY State Department of 

Environment 

Conservation (NYSDEC) 

NY state agency that guides and regulates the conservation, improvement, and 

protection of New York's natural resources, including water. 

NYISO New York Independent System Operator — the organization responsible for managing 

New York’s electric grid and its competitive wholesale electric marketplace. NYISO does 

not generate power or own transmission lines. Instead, NYISO works with power 

producers, utility companies, and stakeholders to provide power to meet New Yorkers’ 

electricity needs on a daily, hourly, and minute-to-minute basis. 

NYPSC The New York Public Service Commission is the public utilities commission of the New 

York state government that regulates and oversees the electric, gas, water, and 

telecommunication industries in New York as part of the Department of Public Service. 

NYSERDA NYSERDA is a state agency and public benefit corporation that promotes energy 

efficiency and the use of renewable energy sources. NYSERDA offers information and 

analysis, programs, technical expertise, and funding aimed at helping New Yorkers 

increase energy efficiency, save money, use renewable energy, and reduce their 

reliance on fossil fuels.  

Off-grid Not connected to or served by publicly or privately managed utilities (such as 

electricity, gas, or water). Off-grid is a system designed to function without the support 

of remote infrastructure, such as an electrical grid. 

Offtaker Party who has agreed to buy the product the project produces - in this case the 

electrical output in kWh. 

On-grid Connected to or served by publicly or privately managed utilities (such as electricity, 

gas, or water). On-grid is a system design to function in parallel with the electricity grid, 

meaning connected to the grid and able to export and import energy.  

Ownership With respect to microhydro financing models, ownership refers to a model where the 

owner of the site develops the microhydro resource and consumes generation output 
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against their own electricity usage. The ownership model may be grid connected (on-

grid) or not (off-grid), and it may involve net metering or not. 

Power Purchase 

Agreement 

A power purchase agreement (PPA) is a financial arrangement in which a developer 

owns, operates, and maintains a DER system, and a host customer agrees to site the 

system on its property and purchases the system's electric output from the DER 

provider for a predetermined price and term. 

Remote net metering A program available in New York State where a customer is allowed to apply kilowatt 

hours (kWh) generated from an eligible DER system located at a specific site towards 

the kWh consumption at a different location that is owned by the same owner and 

located within the same utility territory.  

Retail customers Customers who receive delivery of electricity over the power lines of their local utility, 

connected via a residential or small commercial meter and are charged at retail rates. 

Site owner The site owner owns a property or project site with microhydro potential or an already 

existing microhydro facility. 

Special Purpose Entity 

(SPE) 

The SPE is a fenced organization with limited predefined purposes and a legal 

personality, like a business enterprise to design, construct, operate and own a single 

microhydro facility. 

Sponsor See CDG Sponsor. 

Subscription 

Management 

Organization (SMO) 

Third party company that offers CDG hosts services for electricity marketing, customer 

acquisition, energy accounting, billing and customer relationship management. 

Tier 1 Renewable Energy 

Credits (RECs) 

A REC, is a market-based instrument that represents the property rights to the 

environmental, social and other non-power attributes of renewable electricity 

generation. RECs are issued when one megawatt-hour (MWh) of electricity is 

generated and delivered to the electricity grid from a renewable energy resource. 

Time-of-use rates An electricity rate schedule that uses price signals to encourage customers to reduce 

electricity use during peak hours by increasing rates during peak demand periods and 

lowering rates during off-peak periods.  

Utility A legal entity or instrumentality aligned with distribution facilities for delivery of 

electric energy for use primarily by the public. Included are investor-owned electric 

utilities, municipal and State utilities, Federal electric utilities, and rural electric 

cooperatives 

Value of Distributed 

Energy Resources (VDER) 

A program established by the NY Public Service Commission Order of March 9, 2017, 

(Case 15-E-0751) to transition from away from net energy metering to a new 

compensation mechanism referred to as the Value Stack. 
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Value Stack The compensation mechanism in use for DER in New York State, comprised of multiple 

layers of locational and time dependent values reflecting the value that a particular 

DER provides to the grid. 

Value Stack Calculator Excel tool provided by NYSERDA to estimate expected Value Stack price for DER at a 

specific location with specific generation characteristics. 
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Exhibit B. “The Value Stack” 
ENERGY VALUE - Energy value is based on the NYISO day-ahead hourly zonal “locational based marginal 

pricing” (LBMP) in effect at the time of generation (inclusive of losses) multiplied by the project’s hourly 

net injections during the billing period. The LBMP fluctuates based on demand for electricity and fuel 

prices. Compensation is based on the premise that the project’s export avoids additional energy 

purchases by the utility from the NYISO market. The Energy component of the value stack applies for 25 

years, meaning the generator can expect that this pricing mechanism will last for 25 years.   

CAPACITY VALUE - Capacity value is based on retail capacity rates for intermittent/ dispatchable 

technologies. Credit is based on the sum of the project’s hourly net injections (kWh) in the billing period 

(Alternative 1), sum of the project’s hourly net injections during summer peak-460 summer, afternoon 

hours (Alternative 2) or the project’s net injections (kWh) at hour of prior year’s NYISO peak (Alternative 

3) multiplied by each Alternative’s respective Capacity Component rates in effect at the time of billing.  

The Capacity Component has a 25-year compensation term.    

ENVIRONMENTAL VALUE - Environmental value is based on the higher of the Clean Energy Standard 

Tier 1 Renewable Energy Credit (REC) price per kW generated and delivered (currently $0.02424 per 

kWh); or the social cost of carbon (SCC) per kWh value minus Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative. The E 

value is locked in for a 25-year project term when a project executes its SIR contract or makes 25% 

payment on interconnection costs.    

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM VALUE – has two parts: the Demand Reduction Value (DRV) limited to CDG 

projects, or the portion of those projects that do not receive the MTC; and the Locational System Relief 

Value (LSRV) which is paid to projects located on sections of the grid identified by each utility that would 

benefit from new DER.  

DEMAND REDUCTION VALUE - Demand Reduction Value (DRV) credits are based on the 

project’s average net injections (kW) during the utility’s ten (10) highest peak hours (in previous 

calendar year) multiplied by the project’s DRV Component rate ($/kW) in effect during the 

billing period. DRV compensation is limited to CDG projects (or the portion of those projects) 

that do not receive the MTC. The host’s initial DRV credit will be established as the DRV 

component rate in effect at the time of the project’s eligibility date and will be adjusted every 

three (3) years from the interconnection date until the end of the compensation term.   

LOCATIONAL SYSTEM RELIEF VALUE - Locational System Relief Value (LSRV) is paid to projects 

located on sections of the grid that are badly in need of DG. Each utility has published maps 

identifying these locations and MW limits based on de-averaging of utility marginal cost of 

service studies. Credit is based on the project’s average net injections (kW) during the utility’s 

ten (10) highest peak hours (in previous calendar year) multiplied by the project’s LSRV 

Component rate ($/kW) in effect during the billing period. The LSRV will only be available to 

projects located in the identified LSRV areas and are paid in addition to the MTC/DRV Values. 

The project’s LSRV will be fixed for the project for the first ten (10) years from the 

interconnection date, using the LSRV Component rate established at the time of the project’s 

Eligibility Date.    

MARKET TRANSITION CREDIT - CDG projects on the value stack tariff also receive Market Transition 

Credit (MTC) equal to the difference between the retail rate and the estimated value stack 
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compensation. The MTC is intended to make estimated CDG compensation equal to base retail rates 

under NEM in Tranche 1; 5% less than NEM in Tranche 2; and 10% less than NEM in Tranche 3. Credits 

are based on the MTC Component rate ($kWh) applicable to the project’s assigned tranche and service 

class, multiplied by the total net injections for the billing period. The MTC component only applies to a 

CDG project’s mass market (non-demand) subscribers and those mass market projects that opt into the 

value stack tariff. For example, if a project has 70% mass market off-takers and 30% large commercial 

off-takers, the project will receive MTC on 70% of generation, and DRV on 30% of generation Projects 

eligible for MTC will be placed in the tranche active at the time of their eligibility date. Projects are 

locked into an MTC tranche when they pay 25% interconnection upgrade costs or execute a SIR contract 

with the utility.  

Each utility has identified areas where it offers additional elements to the value stack, resulting in higher 
project compensation. The LSRV maps below delineate these territories and are broken out by utility. 
The LSRV zones, capacity caps, and values were approved by the Public Service Commission in the 
9/14/2017 VDER Implementation Order. 

 Con Edison [PDF] 
 NY State Electric & Gas (NYSEG) [PDF] 
 Orange & Rockland (O&R) [PDF] 
 Central Hudson Gas & Electric (CHGE) [PDF] 
 National Grid [PDF] 
 Rochester Gas & Electric (RG&E) [PDF] 
 Public Service Enterprise Group (PSEG) Long Island [PDF] 

https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/-/media/NYSun/files/vder-coned.pdf
http://iusamsda.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=2f29c88b9ab34a1ea25e07ac59b6ec56
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/-/media/NYSun/files/vder-orange-rockland.pdf
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/-/media/NYSun/files/vder-central-hudson.pdf
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/-/media/NYSun/files/vder-national-grid.pdf
http://iusamsda.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=2f29c88b9ab34a1ea25e07ac59b6ec56
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/-/media/NYSun/files/VDER-Long-Island.pdf

